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O’Donovan

Mayor Undecided

Discusses
GU’s Future

On Zoning Overlay
By CLare McMaHon
SpeciaL TO THE Hoya

By DaRiusH AFSHAR
SpEcIAL TO THE HOA

GRAHAM

Yesterday afternoon in the ICC Auditorium, Georgetown University President Leo J. O'Donovan, S.J. hosted the
© first ofa series of town hall meetings for
members of the Georgetown community
to voice any concerns students may have.
The event began with a speech by President O’Donovan and concluded with a
question-and-answer period.
Georgetown University President Leo
J. O’Donovan, S.J. focused on recent
challenges and accomplishments of the

Buck/ ThE Hora

Hoya Eric Kvello

and the rest of the
men’s soccer team

university,

score a 2-1 upset victory
over American University.
See Sports, page 8.

«Are you ready to
party all night long?
Check out the extensive
review of D.C. nightlife,
including clubs, bars
and concert halls, in the
Guide, pages 4G-5G.

‘Hey You,
Shut Up’ advises
outspoken Andrew
Curry in his column
about people who talk
before thinking. See

and

a list of his six most

important goals for the future of Georgetown in a speech in the ICC auditorium
yesterday afternoon.
O’Donovan’s speech placed the most
emphasis on the six priorities which will
receive his most immediate attention in
the future. He said he plans to devote
more time to the “financial stabilization
of the medical center.” He also said he
hopes to cut costs and lend further support to the Administration Excellence
Initiative, a program designed to improve university services. O’Donovan
also discussed the ongoing 2 1st Century
Campaign, as an effort to both raise
money and maintain strong alumni connections.
O’Donovan highlighted the addition
of four new black faculty members and
four new senior-level administrative of-

ficials to the university. Also, according

to O’Donovan, Georgetown’s Law Center, for the first time, can boast an enter-

ing class with more women than men.
O’Donovan said that Georgetown
faces significant challenges both inter-

Viewpoint,
page 3.

nally

and

externally.

O’Donovan

de-

scribed the need for stronger internal

Georgetown

University
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Mayor Marion Barry announced that he
has not yet formed an opinion on the zoning
overlay battle to a crowd of over 280 concernedstudentsandresidents fromthe Georgetown area.
Barry was expected to announce his decisionabout the overlay atthe meeting, which
was held on Wednesday night at St. John’s
Church, but early in the evening he announced to the group that he would need
time to consider the situation.
He added that he would schedule another
meeting in ten to fourteen days. “This is not
a political decision for me,” Barry said.

“Instead, it’s a quality of life decision.”
Thezoning overlay proposal, which would
reduce the number of unrelated people living
in off-campusresidences in Georgetown and
Burleith from six to three, was filed with the
Zoning Commission last December. It is
currently being reviewed by the Office of
Planning, which will then issue a recommendation to the Zoning Commission.
According to GUSA Vice President Dan
Leistikow (COL *98),although Mayor Barry
will not have the authority to make the final
decision, his opinion on the matter will
likely influence the Zoning Commission.
“Marion Barry is a very political person

... He will listen to us as voters,” Leistikow
See MAYOR, ». 4

Leo J. O'Donovan, S.J. discussed recent challenges and accomplishments of
the university in the ICC Auditorium yesterday.
telecommunication linkages, a larger envide a Jesuit education to a diverse and
dowment, and repairs to the aging Healy
pluralistic student body.
Building. O’Donovan also stressed the
This was the first in a series of
need to improve the financial position of O’Donovan-hosted town hall meetings
the university. He spoke of the need to
for members of the Georgetown commukeep tuition costs down and grapple with
nity to voice any concerns students may
increased competition in obtaining fedhave. The event began with a speech by
. eral grants and contracts.
;
, President O’Donovan and concluded
O’Donovan cited the hiring 6fa Chief
with a question-and-answer period.
Information Officer at Georgetown as
While the town meeting was mostly
part of a greater effort to improve
attended by Georgetown faculty memGeorgetown’s information’ technology.
bers and administrators, a few students
He also briefly described plans to “build
were present. Vice President of the
anew student residence hall at the southNAACP Club and Treasurer for
western edge of the Main Campus” and
Georgetown’s Alliance for Women’s
make improvements to the Jesuit resiEmpowerment James Harris (COL *00)
dence community.
asked about the future of the Student
Finally, O’Donovan said he enviActivities Commission (SAC).
sions an enhancement of the Jesuit
According to the SAC office, the
character of the Georgetown educa$87,000 that it was given by the univertion. He applauded the progress
sity last spring for the upcoming year’s
84 clubs is not enough. In response,
achieved through the recent Centered
Pluralism Conference, a conference
O’Donovan expressed his plans to use “a
held to facilitate discussion about di- great bulk of the money from
versity at Georgetown. He called for
additional lectures and seminars to re-

evaluate the university’s ability to pro-

[Georgetown’s

alliance

with]
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Coca-

Cola” to serve student activities such as
the Student Performing Arts Center.

Mayor Marion Barry discussed the overlay at St John's Church Wednesday.

Dean Gallucci Explains

Hotel and Casino?

North Korean Arms Plan
By CouRTNEY ScHLAPO
SpeciaL 10 THE Hoya

In a speech in the ICC Executive Conference
Room yesterday, School of Foreign Service Dean
Robert Gallucci addressed the press and public's
misconceptionsabout the 1994 North Korean arms
negotiations.
“The nature of the problems in North Korea, and
its magnitude ... were understood by few people in
the media and the public,” said Gallucci, a key

GiLLiaN BURGESS/THE Hoya

Casino Night was just one of the many activities arranged for student amusement at Late Night at Leavey last night.

Overlay Only One of a Number of Plans
number of renters in the neighborhood, support-

By ApAm SUPPLE

ers argued, there would be fewer cars, less trash

Hoya STAFF WRITER

and less noise in the neighborhoods.

Within the next few weeks, the Georgetown
community will learn Mayor Marion Barry’s decision inregardto the proposed zoning overlay for
the Georgetown, Burleithand Foxhall areas. Barry,

who met with the Georgetown
* NEws

community, including longterm residents, renters and stu-

ANALYSIS

dents, expressed his pleasure
that neighbors could come together and discuss a controversial issue in a
civilized environment.
The topic of the meeting, the overlay, would cut
the legal number of unrelated people living in a
single-family house from six to three. This would
effectively expel Georgetown students and most

other unrelated renters from the area, such as"

young professionals living together to cut down
on expenses. The rents in the area, would double,
overextendingalready-tightbudgets, forcing them
into the Dupont Circle and Adams Morgan areas,
or suburban Maryland and Virginia.
Proponents of both sides argued their cases
before Barry, who was noncommittal in his statements at the close of the evening.
Supporters of the overlay focused their arguments around the admirable goal of making muchneeded improvements in the neighborhood. Led
by Peter Pulsifer, the former president of the
Burleith Citizens Association, supporters informed Barry of their desire to end the further
deterioration of the neighborhood and the continued exodus of property owners to Virginia and
Maryland suburbs.
Other issues targeted by the overlay include
parking, traffic, trash and noise problems which
plague

the Georgetown

area.

By

limiting the

Students, landlords, young professionals, rent-

ers and long-term Georgetown residents all argued against the overlay for a variety of reasons.
Some felt the overlay was simply discriminatory
— it was designed to remove students from the
neighborhood because they are not wanted here.
Several landlords said that they would be forced
out of business since rents would double and
prospective renters, students in particular, would
be unable to afford the property.
Because of the scarcity of renters that would be
caused by the overlay, landlords would be forced
to sell off their properties at the same time in order
to cut their losses, causing property values in the
area to fall.’
An argument put forward last year by Advisory Neighborhood Commissoner James Fogarty
pointed out that it would lead to an increase in
traffic in the area, since more

students would

commute to school, leading to more cars on
Georgetown’s already-crowded streets. At the
very least, there would need to be more bus traffic
'to handle the thousands of new commuters coming daily to the Healy gates.
GUSA President John Cronan noted that the
overlay would affect more residents than just
students. He pointed out that it would be difficult
. for gay and lesbian couples and disabled peopleto
rent property in Georgetown.
Pulsifer noted that just because the overlay
affected students did not mean it was intended to
be against them. He used the example of the
increase of the legal drinking age from 18 years
old to 21. “That law affected students,” he said,

“but it was not meant for them.”
One theme that came up over the course of the

evening was alternative solutions to the problems
at hand. Long-time resident Matt Donahue called
the overlay “unnecessary.” Instead, he suggested
more strict enforcement of the existing codes in
regard to trash and noise.
The ANC passed a motion on Tuesday night to
begin licensing and policing landlords. The licensing process, for which laws are already in
place in the District, would help ensure that
landlords properly maintain their property, thus
slowing the deterioration of the neighborhood.
There is another movement to implement a
zoning law based on the square-footage of a

player in U.S. negotiations with North Korea during a particularly threatening period in 1993 and
1994.
Gallucci explained to the listeners, who consisted mostly of undergraduate and graduate students, the science necessary to understand the
result of the negotiations in 1994.
Gallucci told his listeners that the opinion of the
press and public in 1994 was that North Korea
“wanted to trade old nuclear technology, that probably didn’t work very well, for new nuclear technology that worked very well and would cost
between $4 and $5 billion, and give them better

nuclear weapons capabilities.”
Gallucci stated that, although the existing plants
were being replaced with the newest technology in

ANC
By AbAam SuPPLE
Hova Starr WRITER

Both the plans for the fall block party and the
regulation of area landlords were featured at last
Tuesday’s Advisory Neighborhood Commission 2E
meeting.

Lou Ebinger (COL *98) presented the plans for this
year’s Homecoming Block Party, which heis helping
With the square footage law, two people can
to plan, to the ANC, informing those present of the
live in a bedroom that is at least ten feet by twelve
specifics of this year’s event.
feet. This means a more efficient use of space, and
Once approval is obtained from the ANC, all the
would eliminate the overcrowding that is now
official permits for the event can be completed. The
such a problem in the area.
. commissioners will vote on the Block Party at
Another problem facing the District is that in
October’s meeting.
different areas of the city, there are different
James Fogarty (COL 98), an ANC commisnumbers of unrelated people allowed to live tosioner, propsed legislation that would police landgether. In some areas it is three, others, five, and
lords and force them to properly maintain their rental
in Georgetown, six. Mayor Barry expressed his
properties.
;
hope that one single zoning code could be impleThe block party, which will be held on Friday,
mented citywide. In a statement that may cause
October 17, will take place between N and Prospect
concern for the opponents of the overlay, Jill
Streets, on 37th street. With the price of admission
Dennis, director of the D.C. Office of Planning,
and two forms of identification, students who are of
said, “We have decided to change the existing
age will be permitted to obtain sixty ounces of
codes
and create
single restiction
the number
of occupants
per a honse.
We have onproposed
the
alcohol, as the ANC stipulated for the spring block

was an excellent victory forus,” he said, citing the

strong student turnout and the amount of organizations supporting the students’ cause.

facilities were actually

safer for other countries, specifically South Korea
and the United States. He said the United States
was not paying for all, or even most of, the costs fo
the plants.
.
The United States gave North Korea nuclear
facilities that made the production of weaponsgrade plutonium, the element necessary for the
production of nuclear weapons, much more difficult.

|

‘

According to Gallucci, a lack of knowledge
about the differences between the plants and the
realities surrounding the negotiations led the uninformed media and public to criticize the move.
Gallucci justified the criticism, saying, “We had a
very well thought-out set of priorities as the terms
of our negotiations that were not the publicly.
perceived priorities.”
Gallucci filled his lecture with numerous jokes
and anecdotes about the North Korean nuclear
situation, the government

and former

President

Jimmy Carter.
:
Gallucci wasthe first of four scheduled speakers
in the new Science and Technology in International Affairs (STIA) presentations. The nextspeech
will be given by Tom Lovejoy on October 7.

Tackles Student Issues

property.

number three, to be imposed city-wide.”
The meeting ended with Barry thanking everyone for attending, but without giving any indication of which side he would come down on.
Cronan expressed optimism, however. “This

nuclear power, the new

party last year. Domino’s Pizza will sell pizza at the
event, and soda will also be available.

The profits earned from the block party will go to
four charities: the Demeter House, the Doe Fund,

Sursum Corda andthe Georgetown Friends ofLorton
Foundation.
Except for the Doe Fund, which is a local George-

town Community charity, all of the charities involve
Georgetown students reaching out to the community

to give back, said Ebinger.
While the Block Party has not received the formal
approval ofthe ANC, all of the requisite signatures of
those who live within five-hundred feet of the event
have been obtained, and security and trash cleanup
have already been organized, according Ebinger.
Craig Davitian,an ANC commissioner, supported
the Homecoming event; saying, “There hasn’tbeena
requirement that these students have not met.”
Dean of Students James Donahue also lent his
support. “Although the University does not officially
sponsor the event, it is fully behind it,” he said.
Ebingersaid he will meet with Ann Marie Crowley,
the principal of Holy Trinity School, whichlies within
the five-hundred foot boundary around the event. “It
is very important that we get her approval for this
event,” said Ebinger.
ANC Commissioner James Fogarty put forward a
motion that would benefit everyone in the ANC’s
jurisdiction that rents their home. His proposition
wouldputintopracticelawsalreadyinplaceinD.C.’s
legal code, permitting the licensing of landlords.
Under his plan, landlords would need a license to

rent out properties. And if they do not properly
maintain them, they would be stripped of their licenses. The specifics of the program have not been
determined,
but will be discussed at the next meeting.

ANC Commissioner Westy Byrd, who did vote for
Fogarty’s plan, said, “I want to make sure this is not
seen as replacing the zoning overlay.” The zoning
overlayisdesignedtohelp preventthe deterioration of
the Georgetown area by cutting the number of unrelated people living in a home from six to three.
:
The ANC unanimously passed the motion.
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Safety and Stupidity
There is a very common misunderstanding
among Georgetown students that threatens the
entire campus community. It is the result of a
commonly known fact and a completely incorrect assumption based on it.
The fact is this— Georgetown University and
the surrounding area are perhaps the most aftfluentareas in the District of Columbia. The university is populated by a fair sampling of some of the
richest kids in America, and the neighborhood

they walk through every day is populated by the
richest and most powerful people in America
willing to live in the District.
The unfortunate assumption that follows is this
— because almost everyone living here is welloff, they are somehow exempt from the crime
problems that infamously plague the rest of the
District. If criminals don’thave a20007 zip code,
they’ll probably leave those who do alone.
Many will probably argue that Georgetown
students aren’t that stupid. They’ll be wrong.
(The people who live here permanently are much
further along the learning curve, but we’re not
writing for them.)
The recent rash of burglaries and armed rob-

beries — one a mere 100 yards away from the
front gates — indicates that many Georgetown
students don’t have a clue. Whether it is naivete
or laziness, students don’t realize the importance

of taking precautions to ensure their own safety
and the safety of their possessions.

Georgetown is relatively safe, of course. Relatively safe compared with the rest of the city.
Which means it is a hell of a lot more dangerous
than most of the communities new students are
coming from. Maybe you didn’t lock your doors
and windows at home, but you're not in Kansas

anymore.
And contrary to what people seem to assume,
the quiet, tree-lined streets surrounding the campus— marred by justa few potholes—don’tact
as some sort of magic crime deterrent. Rather,
the reputation the area has for wealth acts as a
magnet, attracting panhandlers, burglars and
opportunistic thugs. Once word gets out all over
the city that $500 Tag Heuer watches and fat
wallets are to be had (no questions asked, provided the interrogator has a gun) at or near 37th
and O, no level of DPS security is going to keep
students safe.

Students need to take responsibility for their
own safety, both on and off campus. Lock your
doors, whether you live in the tranquillity of
Foxhall or the wilds of New South. Pay attention
to the people coming in and out of dorms. More
often than not, the kids at the guard desk are
studying too hard to really scrutinize what’s
being flashed at them. Cooperate with the DPS
officers, because theyre trying to help you out.
Take advantage of the many services provided to
help students get home safely at night. Travel in
groups. It’l1 be like freshman year all overagain.

The Birth of a Student Center
The Leavey Center used to be a virtual tomb at
night. No one wanted to hang out in the aptlynamed “airport lounge” — a big, ugly room full
of uncomfortable, hideous couches. The place
was so unattractive that it was totally worthless
asalounge, simply because no one would lounge
there. There was no coffeehouse; there was noth-

ing that would draw students, period.
+ (During the 1995-1996 school year, all of that

obvious attraction of free food in mass quantities
(how would one survive college life without free
food?), the activities were actually entertaining,
and people actually came. Leavey was hopping,
and that’s the way it should be. A few more
events like last night’s spread throughout the
semester would add considerably to Leavey’s
popularity.
.‘WhileLeavey has come along way, there are still

changed for the better. The “airport lounge” was

many ways in which the student center could be

replaced with an open, airy space full of cushy

made even more comfortable and useful. First, for

chairs, couches more comfortable then many
dorm beds, convenient coffee tables and standard table-and-chair sets to eat or study on. The

example, if Leavey stayed open for 24 hours (instead of closing at midnight, as it does now), it
would be of greater service as a late-night study

Corp opened Uncommon Grounds, which quickly
became the bustling enterprise that it is today.
Slowly but surely, student use of Leavey increased.
:
Today, Leavey is closer than it’s ever been to
living up to its name — it really is a center of
studentactivity. People come to Leavey to study,
to nap, to drink coffee and hang out with their
friends and even to hold small club meetings. The
lounge is a bright, pleasant alternative to
Lauinger’s cramped, stuffy study areas for those
late-night cram sessions, and the proximity of
coffee is a definite plus.
Lastnight’s “Late Nightat Leavey” festivities
were definitely another step in the right direction
for the use of our student center. Besides the

between the lounge area and the trophy room is all
too often locked, closing off some prime lounging
and studying space. [twouldn’thurt the business of
the restaurants back there to allow students to use
the chairs and tables by the large windows overlooking the baseball field after they close. And it
probably wouldn’t be that hard, incidentally, to
replace that white plastic furniture with something
at least padded, if not comfortable.
Still, in spite of its nagging minor problems,
the Leavey of today is a colossal improvement
over the ugly, empty student center of years past.
The Leavey Center administrators deserve a pat
on the back, and we strongly encourage them to
keep up the good work.

location. Anotherminor problem is that the corridor
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To THE EDITOR:
In the debate on crucifixes in classrooms, there is a meaning

ascribed to crucifixes that, to me, seems to ignore their actual’
and important meaning. Were their true meaning taken into
account, perhaps proponents would abstain from putting them
in classrooms. But as every debate about symbols is simply a
substitute for a battle that at its heart is deeply political, I doubt

that those who wish to have crucifixes in the classroom are
willing to look beyond the meaning they have chosen toascribe
to the crucifix.
There is a consensus as to what that meaning would be; for
leading student activist John Sussy (COL ’99) crucifixes are an
issue of “Catholic tradition [as] an integral part of Georgetown
history.” Thomas M. King, S.J. hopes to maintain the
university’s Catholic center in a rush of “radical pluralism.”
Professor Gordon calls them “witnesses of our faith.” THE
HovAa editorial (“Crucifixes and Georgetown: Baring the Cross
With Pride,” Sept. 9, page 2) sees the crucifix as an “overt sign
of tradition.” It all comes down to the crucifix reminding
students of Georgetown’s great Jesuit tradition, to which it still
owes its academic excellence today.
So the crucifix is a symbol of the Catholic tradition here. I
find that a disturbing reduction — because a crucifix has so
much more to say. It is one of the most powerful symbols any
religion knows; that is, if you take time to step back from the
political debate and think about it.
A half-naked corpse, cruelly tortured to death: That is an
image of human suffering. That is a witness to the shocking
cruelty, both to people of other faiths and to Christians. At the
same time, to the believing Christian, italso promises hope and
redemption. The crucifix is not just one religious image, but it
epitomizes the Christian conception of the redemption of man,
and lies atthe heart of Christian symbolism: To reflect the

scene depicted here, imagine for a second that Jesus had been
granted a less cruel death, such as hanging. Then gallows
might be standing in churches, and might be hanging from our
Georgetown walls.
To all those who find this idea appalling, I say that you have
gotten so used to seeing the crucifix that you fail to see what it
really should remind you of. And you forget what a great deal
of humblerespectthe crucifix should command every time that
you pass it.
:
And what happens once crucifixes hang everywhere? People
fail to notice their meaning. In the rural parts of Germany, my
home country, crucifixes are on open display everywhere, and
the crucifix has degenerated to a part of the folklore. It has
become a part of the secular culture, much as the Georgetown

crucifixes will become a mere part of the campus atmosphere.
They’d be there “because Georgetown
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is Catholic,” which,

actually, is just the intent of the crucifix-proponents, as we
have seen. But is it just fine for Catholics to allow the crucifix

to become a mere secular tribute to tradition? A dying Jesus as
a mere mascot for the Hoyas?
Surely there are those very few who are willing to pay their
silent respect every time they enter a classroom. But when we
passa crucifix every hour in our rush to the next class, when we
learnto ignore it when we pay attention instead to the professor,
we completely fail to notice the silently suffering figure before
us. We inevitably cannot pay the respect due it in a crowded
classroom, the profanity of which simply desecrates the crucifix. Save it from that!
And please, save the dying Jesus from being a mere puppet
in the underlying political debate about “how Catholic” Georgetown should be. Jesus was a man of deed. Please, focus on
his ideals and values, rather than reducing him to a comparatively meaningless symbol. I believe the respect a crucifix
should command can only be paid personally, and in the
silence ofa chapel. Itisnota symbol that can easily be removed
from such an atmosphere.
CHRISTOPHER GOHL (COL *98)
SEPT. 10

Displaying Our
Convictions
To THE EDITOR!
During my more than 50 years’ service at Georgetown

I have witnessed some silly (fo'put it mildly) suggestions
floated, but the recent reccomendation that the crucifixes

be removed from our classroom walls takes the first and
uncontested prize for craziness. Georgetown is a Catholic university and shall continue, I seriously hope, to
display — with not the slightest attempt to influence or
compete with other religions
— the most sacred emblem
of our religious convictions. Let’s be serious. Let us also
grow up. | am confident that our brothers and sisters of
other religions are most likely to feel as myselfdo in this
matter.
JosepH T. Durkin, S.J.
PROFESSOR EMERITUS
DEpT. OF HISTORY
RECIPIENT OF HONORARY DEGREE AND JOHN CARROLL MEDAL
Sept. 10

Crime not Confined to Burleith Area
To THE EDITOR:
;
We took special notice of your article on
' Tuesday, September 9, 1997, “Burglaries
Strike Burleith Homes.” (front-page) We
are glad that you highlighted such an
important issue, but feel it necessary to

- within the last several weeks. The door,
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Ann Lawrence, Yonatan Lupu, Matt North,

Should We Trivialize the Crucifix?

correct possible misperceptions which
could be created as a result of the article’s
focus.
We live on Prospect Street, in the heart
of Georgetown, far from Burleith and
less than a block from LXR and Walsh.
However, our apartment was also robbed

ThekkHova
JamesDiLibertodr.................... Senior News Editor

JEREMY ROTH/THE HOY

though locked with a deadbolt as well as
a doorknob lock, was forced open with a
large screwdriver. This happened on a
Friday in broad daylight, between 11:30
and 12:30. There is no question that
normal security measures were taken,
yet our apartment was still robbed of
upwards of $1000 of our possessions.
We feel that your article could have
lulled those students not living in the
area described (between the 3500 and
3800 blocks of S and T Streets) into
thinking this was a localized phenomenon, only occuring there, and only when

students were careless about security.
Given

the recent

events,

we

would

encourage all students, even those living
on campus, to be vigilant about security.
This break-in, coming at the start of the
semester, has destroyed our sense of
security. In the interests of our fellow
students, we would ask them to recog-

nize the dangers that exist throughout
this city.
PHILLIP DE BIASE (COL ’99)
KATHERINE EADS (COL 99)
SHANA GLENNON (COL 99)
SEPT. 11

Mother Teresa, Princess of Souls
DEAR EDITOR:
I was heartened to see your tribute to
Mother Teresa. A newspaper in San
Diego opened its news story on the
death of Mother Teresa with the words:

long before, in Theology classes we
had discussed her work, and had built
around her a misguided cult of community service and social action. In
late night discussions on the DAP

“Mother Teresa of Calcutta, a friend of

floor,

Princess Diana, died today ...” Stunningly, the idiot journalist got it in one.

shelters, we contemplated her life as
we paid the dues of our youthful idealism. In my youth, she imprinted an
insoluble mark on my soul because 1
knew that I would never be as courageous or free as this woman, or as fully
formed.
And how breathtaking the stories
we heard of her through the years.
How astounding the wit and humor of
this brilliant woman. One day as she
tended to an already decaying man, a
visiting Cardinal repulsed by the sight

With few words, he stated the bitter

irony of their juxtaposed deaths. Surely,
we, particularly men of her generation,
loved the image of the Princess with
whom we grew up. She spoke to us,
and she justified our compromised ambitions, to be both worldly and of purpose. In 1981, stood only feet from her
assherode past Fleet Street, and cheered
her again at the fence at Buckingham
Palace when she kissed her prince. She
was the stuff of romance and we cannot
begrudge that she enchanted us.
But Teresa of Calcutta touched our
hearts and tortured our souls. She was
our conscience, a smiling reminder of

our lives ill spent. She too crossed my
path. As my commencement speaker
in 1982, she called on the young men
and women before her, to be pure and
virtuous, to prize our virginity. But

in soup

kitchens,

and

men’s

said, “Mother, I could not do this for a
million dollars.” “Neither could I,”
she said, “I do it for it Jesus.”

We here at Georgetown have lessons still to learn from this rough
faced old woman. Imagine living in a
city populated
by Hindus, Sikhs, Moslems, and Buddhists and still keeping
ever present the symbols and rituals of
her faith. When she took her Mission-

aries to Yemen some years ago and
was met with a militant state that would
not allow a Catholic priest to enter the
country, she made it clear that her
Sisters were daily nourished by the
symbols and substance of their daily
Eucharist and that they could not be
without a priest. Yemen relented.
Rising in the morning and resting at
night Teresa kissed the foot of the Crucified Christ. For her, as it should be for

Georgetown, there was no inconsistency
with her beliefs and the love for the poor
of all faiths who surrounded her. The
crucifix is after all the reminder of a
Jewish man who died for us all without
distinction,
a Church whose daily Masses
are heard in all the world and in all
neighborhoods, and of a faith that believes in a God who calls each of us by
name. Can we ask for a greater symbol
of Georgetown’s diversity and
mulitculturalism than that? Our thanks
to Teresa for yet another lesson personified.
MANUEL A. MIRANDA (SFS 82)
SepTs 11
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Old and In

The Way

Andrew Curry

ARION BARRY GOT A BIT NOSTALGIC ON
M
Wednesday evening when he saw the
hundreds of students packed in the
auditorium of St. John’s Church. They were
there to voice their opposition to the proposed
zoning

overlay,

which,

if endorsed

and

Zoning

Commis-

proved by the D.C.

JAMAL

WATSON

sion, would

Days on the Hilltop

limit

the number of students living in the
West Georgetown,
Burleith, Foxhall,

protests, and would not move from his seat until

these same lectures into seminars to make stu-

“I like all of this activism,” Barry told the

crowd of about 300 students and neighbors who
gathered at the meeting. “I feel like I am at
home,” he added.

he felt that justice had been won. The younger
Marion Barry
— who if he was a student today
University students who gathered Wednesday
to inform him that they are against the antistudent proposed zoning overlay.
But sadly, those days are all over
— they're

dents and their opinions seem important.
They were all wrong. There is such a thing as
a stupid question. Or comment. There is a good
reason that person standing behind the podium is
talking and giving out the grades. They have
doctorates that represent years of study, hundreds
of pages of dissertation work, professional re-

long gone.

spect in their fields and, in most cases, extensive

would have been on the side of the Georgetown

The activist-oriented, competent side of
Marion Barry died when the civil rights movement died some thirty years ago.
Barry is one of a host of fallen civil rights
workers that no one likes to talk about or even
associate with the movement anymore. These
guys rose to prominence with King and others
and then took a great fall. Everyone just closes
their eyes and hopes that when they reopen
them, these figures will have just disappeared.
But you know like I know that it just doesn’t
happen that way. | remember when I first arrived in D.C. as a freshman. | was downtown
and saw a sign hanging around the city that said,
“Marion Barry: Mayor for Life!” Later cameto
learn that that is the phrase that the City Paper’s
“Loose Lips” column coined for Barry, which
may very well suggest that he isn’t going anywhere anytime soon. About a year ago, [ heard
a rumor that some of his closest friends were
trying to push him a little closer to private life,
but even that didn’t work.
“I'believe that the mayor should have retired
along time ago,” said Sherry Brown, Chairman
for the Greater Washington Chapter of Ameri-

cans for Democratic Action, the nation’s oldest
“His presence

is really

hurting the city,” Brown added.
Essentially, all of Barry’s power has been
stripped away. Since the Congress appointed
the D.C. Financial Control Board, the office of

the Mayor has been reduced to nothing more
then a ceremonial role.
“The D.C. Control Board has become the
most powerful of all of the control boards that
ever existed in this country,” said Brown, who

noted that the city of Philadelphia as well as
New York and Cleveland all once had control
boards. “Now, the control board has to sign off
on everything,” Brown added.
While the students who met with the mayor
on Wednesday to share with him their concerns
aboutthe zoning overlay should be commended,
they should also know that whether Barry is for
or against, his recommendation

won’t make

that much of a difference. He has no power.
“Mayor Barry’s recommendation would
have little impact,” said Brown. “The Zoning
Commission, on its own, will make the decision,” Brown said.
In the next year, Barry should focus his

time on working in collaboration with the
control board. Come 1998, he ought to step
aside and let someone else lead the city.
“We might have come over on different
ships,” Barry

told the crowd

AR. Fisher
AST WEEK, THE ROMAN CATHOLIC
L

nun, Mother Teresa, died after

seven decades of devotion to
aiding the poor and downtrodden of
society. Her charity work wasacknowledged by the global community in
1979, when she was awarded the Nobel

Peace Prize. As testimony of her fidelity to her humanitarian cause, the prize
money was given to charity, and she
continued her God-ordained mission.
In stark contrast to the outpouring of
griefand sense of loss caused by Mother
Teresa’s passing, a fellow Nobel laureate of hers, Yasser Arafat has also captured the headlines. However, in the

sink the boat. And when the boat sinks, we all
go down.
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and think.
Is your question one that could be addressed
during the professor’s office hours? Have you
thought hard about the relevance and validity
of your opinion? Are you opening your mouth
because you feel strongly: about an idea or
because you feel strongly about getting a better
grade?
As for all the profs out there with class
participation components in their syllabi, think
about this. Maybe those quiet kids in the back
of the room are there for reasons other than
reading the morning paper during your lectures. If they write thoughtful papers and perform solidly on tests, leave them alone. Consider alternate means of satisfying the students
who write your evaluations. For example, why

despite what your teachers in high school said,
not everything you say is intelligent — or even . not return papers on time, with extensive and
productive comments? Or hold longer office
interesting. We just don’t want to hear it.
hours? Or make yourselves more available via eThe blame shouldn’t be put on students alone.
mail?
Professors are responsible too. Grading people on
Students and professors alike need to balance
class participation makes students feel the need to
the need to talk with the needs and desires. of
talk no matter how little they have to say. Even
fellow students. Before you speak, consider the
worse is fishing — the professor asking a queswords of novelist Leo Tolstoy:
tion he clearly knows the answer to over and over
again until he extracts the response he wants. It’s
“Keep silent. Giverest to your tongue more often
about as pleasant and educational as dental surthan to your hands. You will never regret that you
gery for both the professor and the students rackhave kept silent, but you will often regret that you
ing their brains and shuffling their notes in an
spoke too much.”
effort to figure out what he or she wants to hear.
Finally, some professors arejusttoonice. There
is little more gratifying— or rare— than hearing
a professor ask a student who has been dominatAndrew Curry (SFS '98) is a Contributing
ing class time for most of the semester to keep
Editor of THE Hoya.
their hand down for the rest. Evaluations have
given students a lot of power, and unfortunately

any of these qualifications, many of them are
stupid and obnoxious enough not to care.
When you speak on impulse, or say something
just to hear yourself talk, you’re wasting time.
The professor’s time, your classmates’ time and,
ultimately, your own. The explanation often given
for little girls not talking as much in class as little
boys was that they were reluctant to say something they hadn’t thought through first, whereas
boys were willing to be wrong as long as they
were heard. Maybe girls really are smarter.
No one comes to Georgetown

7

Nain ate

to hear your

theory or problem of the moment. Students pay a
lot of money to learn, not to hear other students
demonstrate ignorance or put forward pet theories formed after®a half-hour of intent skimming
the night before. The constant coddling we all
received in grade school has made people way too
confident. So you got into Georgetown. Rest
assured that despite what your parents tell you,

20-year-old man. These sequential events
fit a familiar pattern.
In February of this year, Arafat released 120 terrorists from Palestinian
prisons, culminating in the release this
April of the reputed architect of last
year’s barrage of suicide bombings,
Ibrahim Maqadmeh. Jerusalem and
Washington argued over the validity of
an intelligence report that indicated that
during a meeting with Hamas leaders,

Arafat had given a “green light” to terrorist attacks. A trendy Tel Aviv cafe
was the site of the next suicide attack on

Contrary to popular belief, Israel cannot readily reverse the process of ceding land and authority. After the
“hardline” Netanyahu government
consummated the delayed withdrawal
from Hebron, plans were drawn up for
a withdrawal from an additional 10
percent of the West Bank, only to have

it rejected prima facie by Arafat, the
Nobel laureate.
And

so, despite

the criticism

and

doubt of those who do not trust the
Israelis, or the Likud, it is clear that a

of death, another three Hamas terrorists

sies and launched an irredentist campaign to establish a stronghold over
those Palestinians in eastern Jerusa-

murdered three 14-year-old girls and a

lem.

nent renewal of the intifadah and the

latter case, there is a familiar sense of

outrage and loathing regarding the
complicit comportment of Arafatin turn-

ing a blind eye to Palestinian terrorism,
when he should be the avatar of peacemaking.
On Aug. 20, Yasser Arafat kissed and
applauded the leaders of Hamas and
Islamic Jihad in a display of Palestinian
solidarity, and hinted at the prospect ofa
new Palestinian uprising. Coming less
than three weeks after that ominous kiss

March21, which left three women dead.

The negotiations came to a screeching
halt.
:
Israel has quietly acquiesced in the

crystallization ofan embryonic Palestinian state in the West Bank and Gaza. The
Palestinian Authority (PA) rules over
80% of the Palestinian population including the seven largest cities in the
West Bank and most of the Gaza Strip.
It boasts a paramilitary force twice the
size stipulated in the Oslo Accords. It
has issued postage stamps, created its
own airline, opened Palestinian embas-

Moneymaking
HE BUSINESS OF BUSINESS IS BUSINESS,” TO
misquote a rather obscure 1920s American president. But certain executives
would have you believe otherwise. Corporate
Y

America

is scram-

bling to hire ethics

ERIC

consultants to make

WALL
Beyond the
Ivory Tower

A

sure all their operations are up to moral
par. Are you an oil
company being criticized for your business activities in a
civil-rights-abusing
third-world country?

and

Morality

be fooled by the rhetoric corporations
—
are not
in it for the good of society, they're in it for the
money.
The only sensational thing about this new
trend is that it took so long for businesses to
figure out that if you play by the rules, it helps
your bottom line in the long run. Special-interest
group boycotts, oil spill clean-ups and lawsuits all
cost a lot of money in public relations expenditures, advertising, foregone sales and legal costs.
Do you think Nike just realized that employing
children in Bangladesh for measly wages might be
wrong?

As Simon

Zadek, director of the New

Economics Foundation, a research group focusing
on ethical issues, said, “Today [the children] are

Hire an ethical spe-

[important], because consumers in the U.K. and

cialist. Are managers using bribes to tie
down that business deal? Conduct a social audit.
While this rent-a-philosopher trend is good

the U.S. decided that their welfare wasimportant.”
(Financial Times, September 8)
But aside from these practical issues there are
theoretical problems with a business being ethical.
Corporations are created with the intention of
delivering high rates of return to their shareholders. This is their raison d’etre. If businesses fail to

news in the sense that businesses are starting to
~ self-regulate themselves, it is important not to

Campus Opinion:
Crack

Students are here to learn, not to hear each other

talk.
Dumb questions aren’t bad. Opinions are not
necessarily things one should keep quiet about.
Both are important, and there is a place for even
the most stupid question or absurd observa-

truncated version of the Oslo formula is
thoroughly entrenched. However, herein
lies the fatal flaw of the “land for peace”
formula ofthe peace process. The piece
of paper, replete with signatures, declaring peaceful relations, can be torn
up on a whim. The re-acquisition of
heavily populated, and now heavily
fortified, territory is not a viable option. The Israeli Prime Minister’s office has amassed a list of 100 statements made by members of the PA
within the past year that directly contravene the Oslo Accords. Arafat
makes equivocal statements alluding
to the notorious 1974 plan of phases,
to treaties in Islamic history that were
abrogated prematurely, to the immi- _

He’s

right, and if he doesn’t step aside, he’s liable
to cause an accident at sea; or even worse,

THE

their classmates out of a challenging education.

Yasser Arafat: Nobel Laureate and Obstruction to Peace

Wednesday,

Days on the Hilltop appears Fridays in’

z

research and teaching experience. Not only do
none of the undergraduates at Georgetown have

sounding like a southern preacher. “But we’re
all in the same boat now,” he added.

LAKE

fessor breaks off, explains, elaborates. Then the

It reminded him of the good old days.
Those days when the then-younger, more
energetic Barry marched with Martin Luther
King Jr., to help put an end to Jim Crow
segregation. It was the same Barry who as a
member of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), organized sit-ins and

the Cloisters and
Hillendale neighborhoods.
It was the students who spoke so
passionately about
~ howdangerousand
discriminatory this proposed legislation could
be that got the mayor riled up.

organization.

Yeu

dumbing down classes, cheating themselves and

on the LSATSY

THE SouNp OF MY
Noice As MucH AS

drifting offtoward a pleasant daydream or paying
raptattention to a fascinating lecture delivered by
one of Georgetown’s finest professors. Then the
hand goes up. An obvious question is asked, or a
wholly unsolicited comment is offered. The prohand goes up again. And again. Every class
period. For the whole semester.
In kindergarten, we were all taught that there
isno such thing as a stupid question. Throughout
elementary school, this was explained and reinforced. ‘If you’re wondering, the likelihood is
someone else is too.” ‘That’s what teachers are
here for.” ‘If you don’t ask now, you’ll never
know.” Educators analyzed ad nauseam the reason girls talked less than boys in class, hypothesizing that they were intimidated by some unknown little boy factor.
In high school, this philosophy was turned into
a requirement. Socrates wannabes all over the
nation graded how much you talked in class. The
pressure to say something — no matter how
irrelevant or dumb — was on. Class became a
competition to see who could get noticed. College
professors, in increasing fear of the often
counterproductive student evaluation, started telling students in 120-person lectures to stop them
and ask questions or (far, far worse) tried to turn

liberal

Po

they too often use it to intimidate professors into

te

We’ve all been there. Sitting in class, either

ap-

mayor

ANY STUPID THINGS ARE UTTERED BY PEOPLE
whose only motivation is to say something original.”
:
— Voltaire

M
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land to Jews, or the orchestration of
riots in Hebron, Bethlehem and

Ramalah, Arafat is hardly a partner in
peace. His seasonal crackdowns on
terrorists at the behest of the United
States merely amounts to a “revolving
door” that releases them en masse at
the earliest convenience.

The ruse here is quite clear if you
realize that Arafat will unequivocally
deny that even the military wing of
Hamas is a “terrorist organization.”
While Arafat refersto his Hamas brothers as “martyrs” and “freedom fightnews network that operates with grants
from the United States Agency for International Development refers to the
suicide attacks as “military operations.” Arafat and PA officials regularly attend Hamasrallies and use commissioned PLO officers as pallbearers
at Hamas funerals, declaring people
such as Yahya Ayyash (a.k.a. “The
Engineer”) a martyr.
Furthermore,
Arafat does not allow himself to be

Just Don’t

make a profit over the long run, they cease to exist.
Ethics derive from a system of moral beliefs.
The shopkeeper who charges his customers fairly
because he believes that charging a fair price is the
right thing to do is engaging in ethical practice. A
shopkeeper who charges his customers fairly so
that he keeps business is acting in a manner which
is coincidental to moral behavior.
Even from a consequentialist view it is hard to
make a case for these businesses. An ethical
action, for John Stuart Mill, maximizes happiness
for the greatest number of people. But businesses
are only concerned with maximizing the happiness of their shareholders who are but a small
minority.
Take this hypothetical example. A timber company obeys all ethical standards in the industry, for
instance it does not cut down forests which are
protected by governments. It even goes so far as to
refrain from harvesting wood from ecosystems
that environmental groups believe to be endangered.
3
2

Now, someone in the company finds an un-

What club would you like to join at
this week’s SAC fair?

GUSA, maybe?
John Cronan, COL 98

like Yasser

Arafat. While

all of us cringe to think that we once
associated this man with the likes of
Mother Teresa.

A.R. Fisher (SFS ‘98) is the President of the Georgetown Israel Alliance.

Mix
known island, full of a unique kind of timber
which is uniquely strong and marketable. The
forest also sustains a unique ecosystem. Will
the company, immune from consequences of
law and public relations hesitate to harvest the
forest? I think I’11 try to fit a camel through the
eye of a needle first.
Despite all this, businesses are made up of
people who do abide by morals. However, the
higher up in an organization you find someone,
the more responsible they are for the firm’s
overall financial performance, and thus to the
gods of Corporate America, the shareholders.
And when the gods ask you to do something,
whatever your moral qualms are, you usually
do as you’re told. In such a way, corporate
ethics are subordinated to “nice things to
do if it doesn’t cost us money
’— making a
comforting bedtime story to assuage the
consciences of lords of industry.
Beyond the Ivory Tower appears Fridays
in THE HoYA.

Compiled by Gillian Burgess
and Colin M. Newman
GU Pride.

Hildreth England, SFS *00
Ashley Watson, COL ’00

Steve Boyd, GSB ’00

someone

there is probably no alternative.to negotiating with Arafat, it should make

ers,” the broadcasts of the PBC radio

The Stewards.

Smokers Anonymous.

quoted in Arabic condemning Hamas
attacks or praising peace. With the
sine qua non of the Oslo Accords all
but jettisoned by the PA, one finds it
impossible to sanction its vain resumption inthe coming months ahead.
When Abu Ammar is no longer
with us, will the world mourn as they
did for Mother Teresa or Yitzhak
Rabin? It is unlikely that Arafat will
be remembered as Nobel Peace Prize
recipient, for his legacy as aterrorist is
anindelible part of history. Anaccomplice to terrorism does not deserve the
admiration and esteem that his fellow
Nobel laureates enjoy. At this late
date one does not require the clairvoyance of Kare Kristiansen to distinguish the likes of Mother Teresa from

need to wage a jihad for Jerusalem.
The connivance of the PA is even
more evident in its actions. Whether it
is the instigation of the tunnel riots in
September, the promulgation of a law
sentencing to death anyone who sells

Matt Holms, GSB 00
Adrienne Bramlett, COL ’00

Intramural Dominance Club.

Scottie Dominguez, COL ’00
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Mayor Discusses Overlay with Residents
MAYOR, From Pp. |

SiR Ronee
BELONGS 10 THOSE
WHO EARN IT.

said.
With conflicting codes specifying different occupancy restrictions for houses
throughout the Georgetown area, several
members of the zoning overlay task force
said that their primary goal was to align the
various codes and create a housing restriction to be enforced citywide.

live in,” Cronan said.
“First and foremost, we need to fine-tune

these definitions and close some loopholes.
We should be able to do it with all the brains

in this city,” Barry said.
Later, in the discussion over the differing
housing restrictions, he asked, “Well, what

does the law say anyway?”
Peter Pulsifer, former president of the

As of now, the confusion lies in three

Burleith Citizen’s Association, expressed

separate housing restrictions: the zoning

similar sentiments as Barry, citing confusion over the laws as a significant part ot the
disagreement.

code, whichallowsthreeresidentsperhome,

the housing code, which allows five and the
definition of a single-family home, which
allows six.
According to GUSA President John
Cronan (COL 98), the zoning and housing

codes apply to rooming houses. “It i$ unclear whether the definition of a rooming
house would apply to the single-family
homes that Georgetown students tend to

“Because the laws contradict each other,

On July 14, the Office of the Corporation

they can’t be enforced ... Whether you cite

Counsel, the District’s lawyers, released a
report stating that the overlay may be a
discriminatory measure and violatethe D.C.
Human Rights Act.
According to Cronan, students are a protected class under the act and cannot be
discriminated against by intent or effect.
Organizations like the American Civil
Liberties Union, the Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now, the
D.C. Capital Consortium, the National
Housing Conference and the D.C. Tenants
Advocacy Coalition have all voiced their
opposition to the proposal. Georgetown
University has also expressed its opposition

the number three, five, or six, you’re right,”
he said.
:
Pulsifer added, “The overlay could be a

great thing. It will improve relations between
university students and the community.”
Students,

and residents’

Free Scoop

GEORGETOWN SENIORS
to attend a presentation describing our two-year

James Harringer, an area landlord opposed tothe overlay, described the proposal
as “economic discrimination.”
“This is a case of the haves against the
have-nots,” Harringer said.
Several residents spoke in favor of the
overlay. ANC Commissioner Westy Byrd
described student volleyball games at.11
p.m., trash and noise. “Inthe last few weeks,
I’ve spoken tothree people who can’ttakeit
anymore,” Byrdsaid. ‘They removingout.”
Students objected to these statements.
* Heather Hegedus (COL °00) said, “If we
start living in ‘one-type’ neighborhoods,

to announce it’s
newest Caafe

restaufant. Serving
“The Finest Ice Cream
in the World®”,
Fat Free Frozen Yogurt,

Tuesday, September 16, 1997
8:00 — 9:00 P.M.

then we’ll all lose out ... Don’t tell us, who

BE. exciting Cafe
products including an

* Low Fat Ice Cream,
Fat Free Sorbet, Sorbet

0

and a complete line of
speciality coffee drinks.

tions on problems like trash and noise,”

3120 M Street
Next to Manhattan Grill
-near intersection of M & Wisconsin

Smith Barney is an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V.

Donahue said. “They won't be solved with
the overlay.”
’
Another alternative to the proposed overlay discussed at the meeting was a landlord
licensingprogramintroducedby ANC Commissioner James Fogarty (COL °98).
“They need to be responsible for the
upkeep of their buildings, as we are concerned with everyone’s health and safety,”
Cronan said.
:
After approximately two hours of discussion, Barry ended the meeting. “This was a

Haagen-Dazs"
OPEN LATE

GEORGETOWN

They make money the old-fashioned way. They earn it?

have worked so hard to get here, that we are
‘slum,’ like Westy did.”
Long-time residents like Matt Donahue
also spoke out against the overlay, describing it as “unnecessary.”
“We should enforce the existing regula-

. assortment of baked goods

Sippers®, Smoothies,
Bailey’s Irish Cream Shakes
and a great selection of
very tempting sundaes.

Reception to follow the presentation.

SMITHBARNEY

to the overlay.

I Ys
“America’s Favorite
Frozen Dessert Shop
Chain” is proud

INVESTMENT BANKING
FINANCIAL ANALYST PROGRAM

Si997 Smith Barney Inc. Member SIPC

homeowners

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL

We cordially invite all

(203)333-3443

A Member of TravelersGroupJ

voiced their opinions on the proposed
changes and the overlay.
“We don’t have to be limited to a Holy
Trinity interms of resident restrictions,” said
Jim McGrath of the D.C. Tenants Advocacy
Coalition. “This [overlay] debate is pitting
young against old, locality against locality.
Thereissomething
very discriminatory about
the proposed three-person situation.”
Cronan agreed, citing the D.C. Human
Rights Act as evidence of discrimination. “It
would be irresponsible and senseless to support a proposal that is illegal,” Cronan said.

Weekdays - ‘til midnight
Weekends - ‘til 2:00 am
fantastic evening,” he told THE Hoya.
Visit our Haagen-Dazs Store in the food
court at Union Station!

Present this ad for your Free scoop!
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Now is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or PowerBook.
Because in addition to getting the computer that lets you do more than
you can imagine, you can save big time. For a limited time, students are
eligible for special cash rebates.
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Hoya Computing
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12, 1997 through October 10, 1997, while supplies last and subject to availability. Void where prohibited by law. See participating reseller for further rules and details. All Macintosh computers are designed to be accessible to individuals with disability. To learn more (U.S. only), call 800-600-7808 or TTY 800-755-0601.
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© Hepatitis B Rampant

a friend who pleaded guilty to fourth-degree criminal sexual
conduct.
Sean O’Neil, Academic Assembly internal vice chairperson, becomes interim chairperson effective immediately.
“Leaving upsets me very much,” Harding said. “[I’m] not
going to be vindictive or bitter.”
After announcing his resignation, Harding said he’s leaving office because his apology would not be enough for some
members and students. Harding handed over control of the
meeting to O’Neil and then left the meeting.
Harding said he does not condone sexual assault in any way
and could not take back writing the letter. The criminal justice
Junior drew fire from some members of the assembly after it
was revealed he used Assembly letterhead to write Ingham
County Circuit Court Judge Thomas Brown a letter on behalf
of his friend Chris Schafer, who pleaded guilty to sexual
assault.
Schafer, a mathematics junior first charged with thirddegree criminal sexual conduct, pleaded guilty over the
summer to fourth-degree criminal sexual conduct and was
sentenced to 90 days in jail and 36 months probation.
Harding said he wrote about his friend’s character in the
letter. The former North American Indian Student Organization representative asked that people not hold writing the
joy against him and hoped the assembly could “rise above

Los An

At College Campuses
KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY, Sept. 10 — Hepatitis B, a
potentially deadly disease more communicable than HIV, is
affecting about 300,000 people a year — many of them
college students— according to the Hepatitis B Foundation.
This number directly affects college students because
“most of them are adolescents or adults,” said Susan Ainsworth

vaccination, she said.

Freshman Ryan White said he “heard a little about it in
high school health and a little on the news,” but was unaware
of its causes, symptoms or vaccinations.
,
The vaccine consists of three nearly painless shots spread

LLC UCR:

this.”

out over six months. Each shot costs $25 for a UK student. At
a doctor’s office, this cost might be doubled or tripled.
“All people who are exposed [to the virus] on campus can
come and get the vaccine,” said Dr. Spencer Turner, director
of the University Health Service.
— Delmar Watkins, Kentucky Kernel

© Benefits Given to
Partners at USC
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, Sept. 10
— After years of effort, committee recommendations and
letters, USC officials agreed to extend health care coverage to

domestic partners of gay and lesbian faculty and staff this
summer.
As of Sept. 1, the new policy, which was voted upon by the
Board of Trustees this summer, grants benefits to those who
qualify as “mutual financial dependents” as defined by the
university. Applicants for the benefits need not be lesbian or
gay, since the policy now extends to all staff members regardless of sexual orientation, said Dennis Dougherty, senior vice
president of administration. The policy does not affect the

current spousal and child dependent health care programs.
“People are very pleased now that USC has this very
generous program,” Law School Professor Ed Finnegan said.
“USC has really taken a lead position by making it available
to same-sex and different-sex dependents.”
The drive for the new health care revisions started several

years ago, when universities such as Stanford, Harvard and
Northwestern began adopting similar programs. Eventually,

USC staff members began asking for the same benefits, which
resulted in committees being organized to investigate the
program’s effectivgness and cost.
“Federal [and] state tax laws don’t recognize the program
so there is a tax charge associated with picking up on these

benefits,” Dougherty: said.
In 1994, the Board of Trustees declined to approve a

recommendation for domestic-partner health benefits. But
after further research, the committees decided that sucha plan
was financially sound.
“These programs turned out to be extremely inexpensive,”
said Scott Altman, dean of the Law School.

O’Neil said the assembly will hold the election for the
position as soon as possible, but will likely wait to do so until
the assembly appoints new representatives to fill 12 vacancies.
At the meeting, Waseya Cornell, current organization
representative, said her group was saddened by the loss of a
capable leader and wished the assembly had “not tossed
[Harding] away so callously.”

Altman’s committee, among others, recommended to USC

But Carrie Jackson, Residence Hall Association represen-

President Steven B. Sample the expansion of health benefits.
tative, said her group supported removing Harding from
Furthermore, two Los Angeles City Council members wrote
office. Speaking for herself, Jackson said she felt Harding’s
to USC last April and asked that, as the city’s largest private
letter further hurt Schafer’s victim.
employer, the university adopt equal compensation for its
“I feel as though this was a violation of her again,” she said.
staff members.
However, Sara Kellogg, director of minority and progresAfter receiving numerous recommendations from other
sive student affairs, said she was hurt by personal attacks
,organizations such as the Staff Assembly and the Faculty
toward her friend Harding.
Senate, the Board of Trustees decided during its summer
* She said people do not know Harding and should not be
meeting to adopt the expanded health care plan.
personally attacking him.
“It takes time to create changes to the financial policies at
Kristen Hintz, director of Snyder and Phillips halls and a
a large institution,” said Elizabeth Davenport, director of the
member of a sexual assault awareness and assistance group,
Center for Women and Men.
encouraged the assembly to sponsor a program about sexual
Davenport said the students she counsels were very happy assault “to gettheir reputation back” as more “victim-friendly.”
to learn that the university had finally approved the plan.
Nathan Harris, 1996-97 internal vice chairperson and an
Although the health care program now extends to same-sex
international relations senior, said it was very important that the
domestic partners, there are other benefits regarding tuition
assembly now supports the current vice chairpersons. Harris
and insurance that remain discriminatory, Finnegan said.
said Harding’s resignation and related issues are “terrible” and
However, Finnegan said, “I think in due coutse they will be ~ saw the university as having “great potential to grow.”
part of this package.”
Ifhe had not resigned, Harding faced two bills at the meeting
— Kyle Buchanan, Daily Trojan
designed to drive him from office.
One bill, sponsored by James Madison College representative Adam Herringa, asked Harding to resign his position as
chairperson. Herringa ran against Harding in April for the
position of chairperson.
Another bill would have recalled Harding, a move that
requires a two-thirds majority of the assembly’s elected repreMICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY, Sept. 10. -— Facing
sentatives.
two bills designed to remove him from office, Academic
The chairperson is elected by the members of Academic
Assembly Chairperson Kevin Harding resigned his position
Assembly and is paid $1,500 a year.
Tuesday before the assembly could take action against him.
Harding also served on the North American Indian Student
In his resignation statement at Tuesday’s assembly meetOrganization before becoming chairperson.
ing, Harding apologized to the assembly and students for
— Fred Woodhams, Michigan State News
writing a letter on Assembly letterhead to a judge on behalf of
— Compiled By the University Wire

© MSU Student Leader

Resigns Amid Controversy
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of the American College Health Association.
But many students do not know about hepatitis because
“you don’thearaboutiton TV and people aren’t going to look
up books on hepatitis [to get the information],” said senior
Rick Moore.
Like AIDS, Hepatitis B is a blood-borne pathogen that can
be spread through blood and bodily fluids.
Having unprotected sex, using intravenous drugs, using
unsterilized needles for tattooing or acupuncture and sharing
items such as razors, toothbrushes or washcloths can spread
the virus.
Doctors estimate Hepatitis B is 100 to 10,000 times easier
to catch than HIV.
Those with the highest risk of contracting the virus include
sexually active adults and teens, intravenous drug users,
health care workers, people who get tattoos or piercings of any
type, and those who live with infected people.
Once a person contracts Hepatitis B, 50 percent of them
show no symptoms. Forty-nine percent have extreme flu-like
symptoms, such as fever, fatigue, muscle or joint pain, loss of
appetite and vomiting.
Theremaining 1 percent ofall cases develop acute fulminant
hepatitis, in which case the patient might experience extreme
fatigue, yellowed skin and swelling of the abdomen. It can be
fatal if not treated immediately.
While 90 percent of those infected develop antibodies to
protect themselves from the disease, 5 to 10 percent do not
develop this protection and become carriers of the disease.
Even if they no longer have symptoms, Hepatitis B patients
can unknowingly spread the disease.
One study showed that most students at the University of
Southern California did not know how the disease is spread
and thought the costs for vaccination were high.
“The results revealed that these college students had little
knowledge of the Hepatitis B virus and are not seeking the
vaccination against the virus,” said Mary Jeanne Collins,
chairwoman of the Vaccine-Preventable Task Force.
Up to 80 percent of the students had never had a hepatitis
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GU to Play
BC in ‘War’
MEN’S

SOCCER,

From p. 8

goal, which was to get the win,” he said.
Tabatznik said he was pleased with
the effort his team displayed. “There’s
no question that intensity was the key to
the game,” he said.

Wednesday’s victory was the second
straight for the Hoyas after losing their
first two games over Labor Day weekend. Georgetown begins Big East Conference play vs. the Boston College Eagles
Saturday at 2 p.m. on Harbin Field.
Tabatznik

said he knows

the game

will be tough. “BC is a Big East game,
and there’s no Big East game thatisn’ta
war,” he said.

Veterans Set
10 Lead Team
CROSS COUNTRY, From p. 8
Gagliano will form his squad from a
large group of veterans. Seniors Kevin
Jermyn, Matt. Creason and Sam
Gabremariam, juniors Justin McCarthy,

Jonevan Hornsby, John Jordan and John
Oliver and sophomores Eric Savoth and
Chris Marchal will return to lead the
squad.

Gagliano noted freshmen Matt Dunn,
David Rodriguez, Corey Smith, Kyle
Smits and Rich Zielinski as newcomers
who could supplement the upperclassmen.
“That’s a really good group of fresh-

men,” Gagliano said. “[ These] freshmen

... have really shown in practice that they
can run pretty good workouts.”

The team will have to fill the holes left
by the graduation of runners like Brook
Kintz, an All-American and the Big East

champion in the five-mile run.

“Kintz was one of the top 20 runners

in the country,” Gagliano said. “It’ll be
tough toreplace him. But I think we have
seven men who can run very close together.”

The team’s goal, Gagliano said. will
be to win the Big East Championship on
Oct. 31 and to take the NCAA District I1.

crown. In the Hoyas’ way in District II
are Navy, West Virginia, Mount St.
Mary’s, Penn State and Princeton.
“I really feel that we have a group of
men who could hopefully run within 30
seconds of each other over five miles,”
Gagliano said.
The men’s first race of the season will
be Saturday in Morgantown; W.Va., at

West Virginia University.

Men Ready
For Rivalries
TENNIS,

From p. 8

Bausch said the men are looking for-

ward to a couple of tournaments against
big rivals. The Hoyas have stiff rivalries
withseveral local teamsincluding George
Washington, Maryland and Navy. “We
beat George Washington inan epic match
last year and three years back we beat
Navy for the first time in sixteen years,”
Bausch said. “We barely lost to them last
year.”

The men will begin their season on
Sept. 20, at the Tim

Berman Memorial

Invitational at Swarthmore, in where they
will compete against Swarthmore, Yale

and Penn.

:
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Hoyas Face Early Challenge
Marist Returns 31 Seniors in MAAC Matchup
FOOTBALL, From p. 8
juniors Brian Dwyer and Anthony
Bartolomeo and sophomore Jim
Gallagher will anchor the defensive
backfield.
On special teams, junior Andy Taylor will punt while freshman Peter
Carbonara and sophomore Paul
Wiorowski will share the place-kick-

STUDENTS!

ing duties.
“I feel good about it,” Benson said.
“We have a good group of people, we
work hard, we pay attention to detail
and we just need to go do it.”
Indeed, Georgetown will be challenged from the outset, facing a Marist
team that returns 31 seniors to a team
that went 7-3 last season.

The Red Foxes have never defeated
Georgetown, but Benson is taking
nothing for granted.
“We are optimistic,” Benson said.
“Looking at it, we have no reason not

to be optimistic. And yet, we still have
to go out and make the plays. It is
tough scheduling. We will find out
about it Saturday.”

.

‘

THE HOYAS ARE BACK IN TOWN!!!

Résumé

Mo rgan means more

career opportunities

BEGINNING IN DECEMBER MOVE WITH THE MEN'S
BASKETBALL TEAM AS THEY RELOCATE TO THEIR
NEW HOME AT THE LUXURIOUS MCI CENTER
LOCATED IN DOWNTOWN DCT

J.P. Morgan is a leading global financial firm that provides strategic
advice, raises capital, trades financial instruments, and manages assets
for corporations, governments, financial institutions, and private clients.

JOIN THE MANY WHO HAVE ALREADY SIGNED UPI
DON'T MISS ANY OF THE EXCITING ACTION THAT
YOU'VE COME TO EXPECT!

Interviews for Georgetown seniors will be held on
October 9th for a position in
Internal Consulting Services

Please submit cover letter and résumé by September 17th to

BUY YOUR SEASON TICKETS FOR WOMEN'S BASKET~
BALL AND SUPPORT THE WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
TEAM AS THEY PLAY ALL THEIR HOME GAMES ON
CAMPUS AT McDONOUGH AREANA,
JUST A STROLL ACROSS CAMPUS!

Office of Career Services

It is our policy that students may apply
to one program only.

JPMorgan

SEASON TICKETS FOR MEN'S AND WOMEN'S BASKETBALL MAYBE PURCHASED AT THE SPORTS PROMOTIONS

WWW.jpmorgan.com

OFFICE, McDONOUGH ARENA, 2ND FLOOR.
CALL 687-2449 WITH ANYQUESTIONS.

J.P. Morgan is an equal opportunity employer.
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Classifieds

SEPTEMBER 2 - 30
EMPLOYMENT
RANDOLPH’S GRILL in Dupont Circle
seeks Wait Staff. Previous experience preferred.
We work-around your class schedule! Call
Miles 202-234-3200 ext. 4941 Mon-Fri 9-5.
PART-TIME OFFICE HELP NEEDED.
$8.00 Perhour. Located at Sth & E streets NW.
Please fax response with your name, age, work

experience,
day and evening hours of availability to: 202-347-2680.
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing our
circulars. No Experience Required. Free information packet. Call 202-452-5940.
SPRING BREAK! Free Travel/ Highest Commissions. Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Barbados, Florida, Padre and More! Free Parties,
Drinks and Eats! Free Info Packet. SunSplash
Tours 1-800-426-7710.
I WILL TYPE FOR YOU!! Beautiful work
product. 2-day turnaround. Susan (d) 202-

639-7231 or (e) 301-341-3748.
WANTED

- Student to babysit Monday to

Friday - 2:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
days). Two active children ages
drive (car provided). Excellent
efits. Referencesrequired. Please

(some or all
9 and 8. Must
pay and bencall 202-530-

5004.
WANTED - Student to drive 9-year-old boy
from St. Albans to tennis lesson in Potomac and
return. Monday 3-5:30 p.m., and Tuesday and
Thursday 4:30-7:30 p.m. with optional weekend hours. Please call 202-530-5004.
SMOKERS WANTED!!!
Retail tobacco
chain seeks full and part-time employees at 8
different locations. Day, evening and weekend
shifts available. Good communication, customer service and team skills essential. Interest
in cigars and pipes helpful. Please call 703841-0247 for more information.

PART-TIME/LUCRATIVE/MAKE
OWN
HOURS- Washington’smost prominent legal
recruitment firm seeks part-time (15-20 hours
per week) employee for challenging and interesting work. Opportunity to tailor hours to
individual schedules, must have strong interpersonal
and telephone skillsand enjoy varying
personality types. Unique opportunity to learn

about major D.C. law firms and corporations
fromthe “inside.” Interested and qualified indi-

viduals may respond by fax or letter (and resume) to: Susan C. Miller Associates, Inc.
1090 Vermont Avenue, N.W., Suite 800 Wash-

a

ington, D.C. 20005. Fax 202-898-1915.

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH CARE con-

PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT

sulting firmseeks
a Journalism or Communications. major with strong writing skills for a
compensated internship. Position involvesresearching and drafting articles for association

communications consulting firm has immediate openings in its internet division. We are
seeking self-starters that possess the willingness to learn innovative and exciting internet
technologies. Weare looking for the following
skills: Attention to details, general understanding of the Internet, excellent writing skills,
positive attitude/desire to learn, and team leadership experience. Communications/publicrelations experience is preferred. We offer flexible scheduling, adiversatmosphere,and $8.00

news letters, press releases, and other corre-

spondence. Close to campus. Please fax resume
to the attention of Ben Kline at (202) 628-

2310.
PART,MEET PEOPLE AND GET PAID Promote KODAK Spring Break trips. We'll
pay you more than anyone else... GUARANTEED! NO RISK ... we handle all the bookkeeping. Call World Class Vacations. 1-800-

222-4432. Our 21st year.

-Fast-paced

an hour. Office hours are Monday through
Friday from 9:00-6:00, weekend and evening
hours are also available. Interested candidates
should submita cover letterand resume to: Jeff
Mills, Fax: (202) 835-1601.

TRADE ASSOCIATION IN ROSSLYN has
part-time internships available in its Government Affairs division. Projects include online
research, monitoring legislation, attending meetings on Capitol Hill, and writing for newsletters. Call Andrew at (703) 841-2300.

AFTERNOON CHILDCARE - Georgetown
family needs responsible, funloving person
MONDAY-FRIDAY 3:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
(Fridays 2 to 6:30 p.m.) for after-school
childcare, primarily two girls, 9and 12. May be
possible to share job between 2 students. Drive
to after-school activities (car provided), help
withsports, homework and general after-school
supervision, and minor household chores.
Childcare experience, recentreferences, excel-

lent driving record essential. Must like large
dogsand cat; knowledge ofhorsesa plus but not
required. RATE: $8.50 per hour. Please call

INTERN sought for morning news clips at a
fast-growing communications consulting firm
minutes from GWU and GU campus. Immediate opening. HTML skills are recommended
but not required. 6:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m., M-F,
$100 per week. Submit a cover letter and resume to: C. Bushroe, Fax (202) 835-1601.

AFTR SCHL CHLDCARE: 3:45 -:45 p.m.
M-F in Chevy Chase for engaging 8-year-old
boy; Need car; n/s; good driving record; references req’d; Call Ann (301) 897-4867-day;

9 a.m. to2 p.m.

The Burleith Flea Market

36th St. between S and T streets

A great opportunity for students to pick up
household funmishings cheap.
Call (202) 965-1699 for more information

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17

8 p.m.

The United States Air Force celebrates its
50th:anniversary with a gala concert.

The Sylvan Theater
Independence & 15th
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 21

The National AIDS WALK
To register or for more information e-mail
stevensr@gusun.georgetown.edu

All Day
Downtown

(301) 986-5712-eve.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24
WANTED: OFFICE ASST. with good computer skills. P/T 10-20 hr. a week (afternoons)
Work/Study preferred but not essential. Competitive rates. Phone 687-7464.

Morgan (w) 202-429-6219 or (h) 202-337058 (eve.)

Gallery A-2
The D.C. Public Library presents the art exhibit:
Martin Luther King Memorial Library Six Women, Six Expressions
901 G St. NW
:
On exhibit are drawings, photographs and sculpture by
six Argentine women
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 14

FOR RENT

The Navy Museum presents the 1997-1998
Concert Series with the United States Navy Band
This week: The Sea Chanters

7 p.m.
The Washington Navy Yard
901 M St. SE
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26

SUPERSTAR STUDENTS NEEDED! Earn
$ signing up friends & classmates for our credit
cards. Opportunity to advance to campus managerinvolvinghiring
& training other students.
No car required. Must be outgoing & aggressive. Flexible hours & great income! Call Lori

APT. SHARE - Pentagon City $310/mo. All
utilities, parking, gym, pool included. Next to
Metro. Marc (703) 521-5550.

6:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Our Lady of Victory Church
Hess Hall

Crab Feast and Bake Sale presented by
the Palisades Georgetown Lions Club.

at 800-592-2121 x130.

APARTMENT

4835 MacArthur Boulevard N.W.

(202) 966-4418 or (202) 244-6262

BE AS YOU ARE is a hip wholesale T-shirt
company located in Georgetown. We are seeking an ambitious, energetic business/PR type
for a part-time, paid internship. Multiple responsibilities and great experience. Call 202-

TO

SHARE

- Spacious

Rosslyn Penthouse. 2BR,2BA. Balcony, fireplace, garage parking, large kitchen, health
club. Close to Metro & GUTS. $800/mo.
Avaailable immediately. Nonsmokers only.

Call Adam, 703-465-0712

965-2787.
LEGAL/ADMIN ASS’T, P/T - D.C. solo
attorney, AV rated, seeks non-smoker wiprof.
demeanor, Windows 95, WordPerfect, strong
spelling/grammar. 20-25 hrs./wk. Excellent
opportunity to learn litigation, aviation, admin.,
insurance. Send resume to Nicholas Cobbs,
Esq., 1815 HSt., NW, Suite 600, Washirtgton,
DC, 20006, or fax to (202) 452-1659.

FOR SALE
FURNITURE SALE - TV/VCR unit: $225
obo; VCRs: $140, $70; Word Processor/Electronic ypewriter: $175 obo; Telephones/Answ
machine: $10; Office Chairs: $13. Call 202337-2791.

4

For more information or tickets, call
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Hoyas Return 10 Starters on Offense
By JoHN NAGLE
Hoya STAFF WRITER

that went

7-3 last season,

finished second in its conference and
lost only three starters has every right
to be optimistic about its chances.
When that same team’s starting
quarterback,

who

missed all but two

games due to injury last season, returns completely healthy, it should be
ecstatic.

Such is the case for Head Coach
Bob Benson and the Georgetown football team as they prepare for their

led the team with 890 yards rushing on
172 carries, an average of 5.2 yards
per carry, despite missing two games
because of injury.
The pass-catching corps is led by
senior wideout Rob Rosenthal, who
caught 39 passes for 592 yards last
season, and senior tight end Patrick
Castle. Juniors Brett Diamond and
Matt Mattimore, sophomore Chris
Jordan and freshman Mike Mattia
round out the group of wide receivers.
The only significant loss on the offensive side of the ball is offensive

at

lineman Donnie Garrett, but he will be

Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
rival Marist in Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

replaced by sophomore Robert
Quigley, whom Benson said “might
be the best offensive lineman on the

regular

season

“If we can

opener

Saturday

stay healthy,”

Benson

said, “we can be in every contest and
challenge for the MAAC title. We
have had a good preseason, we are
relatively healthy and we are prepared
for a tough opener.”
On the offensive side of the ball, 10
returning starters will be joined by
senior quarterback Bill Ward, a starter
as a sophomore who was injured in the
second game of last season.
“He had a great preseason, a great
scrimmage at Towson State,” Benson
said. “He is healthy coming off
of knee
surgery. He has got to be a plus for us.
In my opinion he is the best quarterback in the conference.”
Joining Ward in the backfield will
be a talented and experienced group

By Sean P. FLYNN
Hoya STAFF WRITER

For most sports teams, a period of
rebuilding means at least a few seasons
of agony before rising back to the top.
The women’s cross country team finished last year with four All-Americans,

none of whom will run this fall.
Despite the absence of these runners,

the team rebuilt its squad but skipped the
agony, earning itselfa No. 8 ranking in
the nation in the Pre-Season Coaches
Poll.
;
“In terms of experience, we may not
be as experienced as what I’d like,” said

Ron Helmer, who is starting his 12th
year on the Hilltop as Associate Head
Coach. “In terms of talent, I think this is
the most talented team we’ve ever had,”
he said.
The squad will be led by several players who did not run for the Hoyas last
season. Seniors Amy Akstin, in her fifth

team.”

Defensively, the Hoyas faced their
biggest challenge in replacing last
season’s MAAC Defensive Player of
the Year, graduated tackle Janne Kouri.
Benson said he hopes sophomores Matt
Sollitto and Carl Neuhaus will be able
to fill in capably for Georgetown’s alltime sack leader.
At defensive end, Benson said he
expects significant contributions from
senior Jeff Heyn, junior Mike Halen
and sophomores Paul Miller and John
Cupps. Senior four-year starters Steve
‘Pogorelec and Mike Fioritto return at
noseguard and tackle, respectively.
Senior Mike Lynn and juniors Mike
Melchionda and Anthony Pizirusso re-

and Joe Todisco and junior fullbacks

turn at linebacker, while seniors Dennis Hermonstyne and Reid Robert,

Charlie Turner and Scott Paltos. lorio

See FOOTBALL, pr. 7

including senior halfbacks Steve lorio

PREVIEW

Georgetown Runners
Earn No. 8 Ranking

GU Ready for MAAC
A team

September 12, 1997

year, and Michelle Muething were both

=

Hoya FiLE PHOTO

Senior running back Steve lorio, who rushed for 890 yards in 172 carries last
season, willlead the Hoyas in their drive for their first-ever MAAC Championship.

redshirted last season and will be looked
on as the veteran leadership.
“[Akstin and Muething] will bring a
lot of maturity and experience to the
team,” Helmer said.
Behind Akstin and Muething are two
highly-regarded freshmen, Kristen Gordon and Lorena Adams. Gordon was the
1996 Foot Locker National High School’
Cross Country Champion. Adams was
the New Jersey state champion in the
one- and two-mile runs last spring.

“The freshmen have really stepped in
there and are going to play a big role,”
Helmer said. “That’s four [runners]
maybe some people aren’t counting on
us having.”
These four newcomers will be asked
to fill the gap left by the team’s top
runners of last year, who, due either to

graduation or injury, will not start the
season on the squad.
All-Americans Meisha Marzell, the
Hoyas’ No. | runner for the past two
seasons, and Regina Gonzales graduated after last season. In addition, senior
Kate Landau will be shelved at least until
mid-October with a herniated disc.
Sophomore Janelle Thomas will be
redshirted this season after suffering a
stress fracture in her leg last spring.
Junior Melissa Lucas and sophomore

Autumn Fogg will be Georgetown’s other
main assets from last year’s team, according to Helmer.
“It’ll be another good team,” Helmer
said ofa squad that isranked behind only
Providence and Villanova on the East
Coast.
The ladies will run in their first race
Saturday at Kansas University in
Lawrence, Kan.

As for the men’s team, no one has yet
emerged as the top runner on the team.
“I think we will run as a very close

group of athletes,” said Head Coach
Frank Gagliano.
See CROSS COUNTRY, ». 6

MeN’s Soccer: GU 2, AMERICAN 1

Hoyas Proud to Beat American
By Grea REILLY
SpeciaL 70 THE Hoya

The Georgetown men’s soccer team
defeated nationally-ranked American
University Wednesday on a rain-soaked
Harbin Field. Junior Eric Kvello’s overtime goal gave the Hoyas the 2-1 upset
victory.

Kvello’s
remaining in
time. Junior
passed the

goal came with only 2:24
the first sudden- death overmidfielder Billy Bednarz
ball to freshman Khary

Robinson, also a midfielder, at the top

right corner of the goal box. Robinson
then sent a high, lofting cross into the
box, and Kvello’s header caught the corner of the goal.
:
“Khary knocked the ball in high and
saw no one was going for it, so I just went
afterit,” Kvello said, describing his goal.

American, now 2-2-1, was No. 15 in
the National Soccer Coaches Association of America Poll, after defeating No.
WiLLiam BROWNLOW/THE Hoy

Junior midfielder Billy Bednarz (center) had one goal and one assist in Wednesday's overtime win vs. No. 15 American.

GU Swings into Action
By Brian RUBENS

saying that they really want another
shotat Providence,” Bausch said. “We

Head Coach Rick Bausch will greet
the start of the college tennis season
this weekend with eager anticipation.
With the returning men’s team backing up a freshman phenom and the
women’s team returning all of its top
players from last year’s record-tying
season, Bausch is optimistic that this
year’s team can be better than last.
There is even a possibility that there
will be some Hoyas in the NCAA
individual tournament this spring. “If
“the top individuals have good years
they could make itto the tournament,”

Bausch said.
The women’s team returns all ofits
. topthree players from last year’s squad
that tied the school record with a 1610 mark. Senior co-captains Laura
Schoellkopfand Kim Spotswood and
classmate Erin Kamemoto

Georgetown, now 2-2 on the season,

took an early lead in the eighth minute of
the game when Bednarz crossed a ball to
senior captain Greg Dillard. Dillard’s
header deflected off an American defender into the goal.
The score remained 1-0 until the 62nd
minute when American midfielder Eric
Block scored off a pass from senior forward Scott Pearson to even the score.
Each team had a chance to pull out the
win in regulation. With 21 minutes remaining in the game, Hoya senior captain Tom Greaser drew a foul just outside
the Eagles’ penalty box. The subsequent
kick was punched out by the American
goalie but went directly to Robinson at
the top of the box. Robinson’s shot appeared to be a sure thing, but an Eagle
defender was able to head the ball awa
for the defensive save.
;
AU’s opportunity for victory came

with just over ten minutes left in the
second half. An American cross drew
Georgetown’s goalie, sophomore Tyler
Purtill, out from the goal. Eagles’ forward Scott Weber gained control of the
ball and took a shot. It was only
Robinson’s diving deflection that saved
a goal.

The game’s statistics reflected the
evenness of the teams. The Hoyas held
slight advantages in shots (10-8) and
goalie saves (3-2), while the Eagles had
more corner kicks (8-5).
Just prior to the start of the game, a
heavy rainstorm hit Georgetown. This
left Harbin field noticeably wet, with
puddles scattered around the field.
However, according to Hoyas’ Head
Coach Keith Tabatznik, the conditions

were not detrimental. “Overall both teams
played very good soccer despite the
puddles and wetness,” he said.

Kvello agreed that the field conditions
did not hurt Georgetown. “We played
through it well and accomplished our
See MEN'S SOCCER, ». 6

Women’s Soccer: GU 2, Towson 1

Tennis PREVIEW

Specisi To THE Hoya

2 University of Virginia, a perennial
power, in its season opener.
The victory over a highly-ranked team

' was definitely enjoyable, according to
Kvello. “It feels great. It always feels
good to knock off a ranked team,” he
said.

lost to
match
The
against
ington

them in a horrendously close
last year.”
women will start the season
crosstownrival George Washthis Saturday
at the

McDonough

tennis courts, playing

host to a tournament which will also
include Pennsylvania and George
Mason.

_ The men’s tennis team lost two of

itstop players from last season’s team.
Chris

DiCarlo,

who

had

been

Georgetown’s No. | singles player
for three years, and former No. 2
Gregg Rosen graduated in June, leaving the Hoyas short in experience.
“There is a big impact to that experience,” Bausch said. “Experience
means that when you are not performing well you can still stay in matches

return to

and win them when you are not play-

the top three singles’ spots. In addition, Bausch said he feels that freshmen Megan Crotty and Julie Hom
will make a positive impact early on
for the team. “We are well within
reach to get to the 16-win plateau.
Our goal is to reach a higher ranking
in the Big East,” said Bausch.
Bausch said the women are looking forward to settling a few scores
from last year, including a 4-3 loss to
Providence in the first round of the
Big East Tournament.
“The girls were
talking the other day and they were

ing top tennis,” Bausch said.
But Bausch has high hopes with
the addition of a local recruit, freshman Vinod Kennerket from Potomac,

Md., who will start as the Hoyas’ No.
1 singles player. Senior co-captains

Kevin Levy and Jeffrey Breay, junior
Justin Berman and sophomore David
Boyer will jockey for position in the
rest of the lineup.
Bausch has not yet decided what
his doubles pairings will be for neitherthe women’snorthe men’steams.
See TENNIS, pr. 6

Hoyas Tame Tigers
By DaniEL FLORES
SpeciAL To THE Hoya

After a disappointing loss to Boston
College last weekend, the Georgetown
women’s soccer team returned home
Wednesday to knock off Towsonin overtime 2-1.
The Hoyas pressured the Tiger defense
in overtime. In the 93rd minute freshman
midfielder Sarah Breech dribbled the ball
down the right side and crossed the ball
into the penalty box. Sophomore forward
Melissa Coleman controlled the pass and
laid it off to sophomore forward Elena
Cabatu who booted the ball into the rightside netting for the game-winning goal.
“I had missed one like that at Boston,”

said Cabatu. “So when the opportunity
came again, I took it.”

Cabatu said she attributed the win to
theHoyas’ strong defense. “What helped
us was our ability to stay together defen- .
sively,” she said. “That really helped our
transition to a strong offense.”

Georgetown’s home opener on Harbin
Field started off strong. The Hoyas’ offense used quick passing to penetrate the
Tigers’ defense early in the game.
Georgetown’s early efforts led to a quick
goal inthe 13th minute. Coleman crossed
the ball just outside of the penalty box to
senior co-captain Christina Bruner who
took the shot to put Georgetown up 1-0.
The Hoyas continued to control the ball
for most of the first half, shutting out
Towson for the first forty-five minutes.
In the second half the Tigers mounted
their attack. Towson tested sophomore

goalkeeper Keisha McDonald, who
racked up a total of seven saves. Finally,
in the game’s

80th minute, the Tigers

found a hole in the Hoyas’ defense. The
goal came when Georgetown’s defense
failed to clear a loose ball in the penalty
box. Towson attack Jennifer Cook managed to get her foot on the ball and the
ball past McDonald, tying the game at
one apiece.
The Tigers continued to pressure the
Hoya defense for the final ten minutes of
regulation but were never able to take the
lead, forcing the game into overtime.
Although the Tigers suffered the loss,
they held the advantage in both shots on
goal

(17-11)

and

corner

kicks

(6-5).

Goalkeeper Tina Steck made six saves
for Towson.
Hoya Head Coach Leonel Popol said he
was pleased with histeam’s tenacity inthe
win. “I’m very proud of them,” he said.
“Life is full of comebacks and when it
mattered, they were able to come back.”
The victory improved Georgetown’s
record to 2-1. While the win was a welcomed one, Popol said he is already
looking to the future.
“We played well,” he said, “But to play
better we have to work on pressurizing for
ninety minutes; we have to be relentless.”
The next game for Georgetown will be
Sunday vs. Rutgers. While the Hoyas
will have the home field advantage, Popol
said he is preparing for a competitive
matchup against the Big East school.
The game takes place Sunday at 11 a.m.
on Harbin Field.

WiLLiam BROWNLOW/THE
Hoya

Sophomore midfielder Laura Venner (right) battles for the ball Wednesday
during Georgetown’s 2-1 overtime victory against Towson at Harbin Field. -
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Douglas Thrills in ‘The Game’
plete control over his well-ordered life,

By KELLY KARSNER

quickly crumbles as the game takes over

SPECIAL TO THE HOYA

“It is fun — a profound life
experience.” That is all uptight

Nicholas Van Orton (Michael

Douglas) is told before beginning “The
Game,” an unexpected birthday gift from
his capricious younger brother Conrad,
(Sean Penn). The game will prove to be
anything butamusing and will change Van
Orton’s life forever.
Nicholas —the antithesis of his easygoing brother — is uncomfortable with an
unknown variable such as this strange gift
entering his life. He unwillingly goes to
Consumer Recreational Services — the
mysterious firm listed on his gift certificate
— to collect his odd gift. There, he is
perplexed by the litany of strange tests and
the agency’s promise to “provide what is
lacking” in his life,
And much is lacking in Nicholas’s life.
Under the guise ofa cold, shrewd businessPHOTO

COURTESY OF POLYGRAM FILMS
3

Sean Penn is Conrad, the trickster who convinces his brother, played by Michael Douglas, to take part in ‘The Game.

man, he is aging, lonely and tortured by
flashbacks of his father’s suicide.
This facade, as well as Nicholas’s com-

his world. He grudgingly enters the game,
completely uninformed of the rules, the
stakes and why he is playing.

His first clue that the game may not be
mere amusement is a dummy resembling
a corpse appearing in his driveway and a
television program that speaks directly to
him.

Soon,

Nicholas

finds himself the

target of mysterious “accidents,” unable
to escape constant surveillance and con-.
stantly receiving gory reminders of his
father’s death.
Nicholas? life continues to spiral out of
both his control and understanding, as an

Although Douglas’s character is perhaps a little too unemotional to be realistic, his stoic performance provides an intriguing and appropriate contrast to the
fast-paced action of the movie. The highly
suspenseful plot sequence is appropriate
for the action/horror genre that best describes “The Game,”
but the movie carries
a strong element of comedy as well. Woven throughout “The Game” is an unexpected dry sense of humor enjoyable in
such an intense picture.

The strong, supporting cast of “The
Game” includes Peter Donant, Deborah
Kara Unger and James

Rebhorn. Their

acting — which would appear to be an
attempt at anything but comedy —adds a
chilling element to the humer of “The

unknown force gains access to his personal accounts and his business affairs.
Plagued by hisinability to end the nightGame.” This comedic element, however,
mare into which the game has thrust him,
does not detract from the tension as DouNicholas struggles to make sense out of _ glas procedes through his nightmare.
the freakish and irrational events that
Screenwriters John Brancato and Michael
threaten to destroy his life and drive him
Ferrishave constructed a plot which deftly
insane. It is only after a violent confrontashifts between laughter and terror, heighttion on the roof of a San Francisco skyening the suspense of “The Game,” and
scraper that Nicholas receives the soberkeeping the audience on the edge of the
ing explanation of the game’s object.
seat until the closing credits.

Documentary Examines the ‘Soul’ of Basketball
“Soul in the Hole,” named after a
tournament in a Brooklyn playground

By MigueL GoNzALEZ JR.
Hova STAFF WRITER

odio

women

called the Hole, may seem to start offa

Magic Johnson once reb ferred to New York City as
the “Mecca of basketball.”
The Basketball Hall of Fame may be
housed in Massachusetts, but its spirit
lives on the asphalt playgrounds of
the Big Apple. Armed with this
knowledge, director Danielle Gardner
took her camera to the blacktop and
came back with “Soul in the Hole,” a
documentary about the game and the
people who play it, showing for one
week only at the Key Theatre.

2

with heart conditions, be forewarned
David Hare’ s“Skylight” (att > Studi
"heatre through October 5) is
i
_ ous relationship of Kyra Hollis (Kim
berly Sehrat) and Tom Sorgen (Ed-

little slow. “Soul in the Hole” is not the
usual ghetto film fare. Moviegoers may
be used to “Boyz N the Hood” or “Menace Il Society,” where we are introduced
to the neighborhood and the protagonist, and the sad urban blight story
unfolds. “Soul in the Hole” starts off
stagnantly, with basketball and not
much else. Don’t mistake this for lack
of plot — Gardner has instead tapped
into exactly what makes these players’
lives so unique and difficult. In
Bedford-Stuyvesant, Brooklyn (the

neighborhood dubbed “Do or Die BedStuy,”) there isn’t much for them to do
but play basketball or get in trouble.
The film is the story of Ed “Bboger”
Smith, the best basketball player the
world has never heard of. Booger is a
playmaker, a 5-foot-8-inch point guard
who controls the ball like a yo-yo and
can do all those other things you heard
Allen Iverson could do. He’s the next
whoever-you-want-him-to-be, just like

every other playground star. But while
Booger has the skills, he doesn’t have
the breaks that some of the NCAA’s
finest have gotten. The young
Brooklynite isitoo caught up in hang-

ing out at the projects with his friends.
John Thompson hasn’t called Booger
because, while he runs the floor like'a
veteran, he can’t handle schoolwork.

The film reveals that Booger was a
drug dealer for a short time, and that is
only a symptom ofa greater problem.
Booger’s parents are nowhere to be
found, and he doesn’t want to discuss

it. Most people who know him are sure
that he would be dead now were it not
for Kenny Jones, Booger’s coach.
Kenny is in his early 30s, works in a
liquor

store to support

daughter, and
a street ball
York courts
have done to

his wife

and

coaches Kenny’s Kings,
team that does to New
what the Chicago Bulls
NBA arenas. The team

(which everybody in the film refers to
as, “Kennykings”) is also a family for
its players.

Kenny lives in a quieter section of
Bed-Stuy and has his players over for
cookouts. He buys them sneakers,
clothes with the team emblem and
business cards. Kenny is an enigmatic

character,

sometimes

a calm

parent

‘and at other times an uncontrollable

hothead.
Booger is on thereceiving end of all
of Kenny’s moods, and he responds by
playing some amazing basketball for
his coach. His connection to Kenny is
especially

:

strong because

one night,

years ago, Booger spent the night in a
spare bedroom of Kenny's apartment
because the kid’s mother had kicked
him out. With nowhere else to go, he

“Skylight” takes ale: during the
course ofone SHowy Svening Thedia

spent every following night there as
well. Kenny and Booger are a magnetic pair, and though not actors, their

ever, tells a story that

decade. Edward

relationship is as musical and captivating as that of Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers.
Of course, Booger

Kyra met Tom her Alice gave
nfl.
job at one of Tem’s restaurants. Kyra
mS

Even-

tually, Kyra and Tom began an affair
that lasted for six years. The audience
also learns that Kyra walked out of the

PHOTO COURTESY OF ASPHALT FILMS

‘Soul in the Hole’ examines the lives of players and coaches who dominate street ball in New York City.

Alice discovered that her husband and

of the world. Tom and Kyra’s interaction plays
almost as a debate. Tom
cannot understand why Kyra open
tolivein squalor. |
- by claiming that she lives as the big
age _
does and attacks Tom’ S

ing Kyra breakfast the next morning.
Kyra, near tears, tells Edward ab

including - “Aunt
Avis”
and
“Fishwater,” 2 the response from the

BY Jonn Moye

he tutors. She tells him th

Hoya Starr WRITER

near-empty

“Help me remember how

00
2

SOUL, r. 3G

| Widespread Panic Disappoints at Nissan Pavilion

il

resuming their relationship. Yet nei: ther can deny their polar opposite views

are

team and the leading scorer in the
ICAA last year. That’s right, Jones
wveraged almost 30 points per game.
See

Thesecondact beginsatier Tc
Kyra sleep together. The play
its climax as Tom and Kyra question
| cachother’svaluesandlifestyles. Tom
has returned to Kyra with hopes of

Kenny

Jones, star forward
of L1U-Brooklyn’s

Sergeants’ lives three years
Kyra were sleeping together.

and

not the only members of Kenny’s
Kings. The team also features Charles

white detectiv movie, bi in i
light” it seems a bit excessive and
borders on being comical. Zinoman
effectively temperstheheatofthecha
acters’ diatribe with smal bursts ¢

pil

3

a

: ing the supposed 12-hour pe od. Yet, |
the final scene imparts an under-

1b hol

to be good,”

John

Bell

of

Widespread Panic achingly

laments in “Aunt Avis,” a song off
the band’s latest release, “Bombs and

Butterflies.” He wants to know “how
to continue when 1 feel I really

amphitheater

was

muted.

The jazz musician’s playing was nearly
inaudible. His sax (like nearly every
other

instrument)

seemed

to be sub-

merged in the stagnant, thick sound.
The thunderous percussion of Domingo
Ortiz and the meandering distortionheavy guitar of Michael Houser were

particularly laborious.
Panic opened with “Walkin’,” a
celebratory, raucous tune from the
band’s 1992 self-titled album. Even
this song seemed to have lost its luster, its musical “oomph.” up on stage.
From

there the band

various songs from

moved through

it¢ five albums,

including “Rock,” “Stop-Go,” “Aunt

Avis” and “Glory,”
before being joined

by Marsalis on stage for “Fishwater.”
As Marsalis confidently strode onto

the stage and strapped on his shiny
sax, the crowd — a random mix of
preppy, Virginia-area frat boys and

tie-died noodle dancers — percolated
with anticipation. Yet even Marsalis,
whose playing has taken the sounds of
such artists as the Grateful Dead and
See CONCERT, r. 7G

shouldn’t.”

Such lyrics speak volumes about
the decline — both emotionally and
musically, it seems
— of Widespread
Panic,

the

Allman

Brothers-esque,

percussion-laden band once considered to be one of Georgia’s best-kept
musical

secrets.

Indeed, if Saturday’s show at
Nissan Pavilion revealed anything
about Widespread Panic, it seemed to
show that they are gradually getting
worse, a symptom which does not
bode well for a band that has been
playing music together since the late
1980s.
The group’s sound seemed darker
and murkier than ever before. Lead
singer John Bell delivered even the
most carefree lyrics with nary a grin,
his face a grimace of either boredom
or frustration. The band trudged
through nearly three hours of noisy,
drawn-out jams with the enthusiasm
of a tranquilized mule.
Even when Branford Marsalis, the

young saxophone virtuoso, joined the
band on stage for a few numbers,

3

PHOTO COURTESY OF CAPRICORN RECORDS

Widespread Panic, once one of the best kept secrets in the South, appeared uninspired in a recent concert.
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world of financial services is undergoing

dramatic change as the universal banking concept
gains global acceptance. Companies worldwide
are realizing that innovative client-driven services,

- which combine the best of investment and commercial
banking, can result in more effective financial solutions.
The financial institutions that encourage such innovation

will be the ones that succeed in this new environment.
Few firms are as well equipped with these strengths as
Société Générale. When you choose to begin your career

in investment banking at Société Générale, you are
positioning yourself at the gateway to the future of the
industry and ensuring that the skills you learn here
will serve you well in the years ahead.

CORPORATE PRESENTATION

Monday, September 15th, 1997
7:00 p.m.
Leavey Center

Conference Center, Salon B
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‘Soul in the Hole’ Chronicles New York
City’s Competitive Playground Ball

TIAA-CREF.
Proven

L080.
6 6 ¢

From SOUL, pr. 1G

—Morningstar

“Bam” Moore, less of a basketball star

than Jones but a success in his own
right: Moore graduated from Canisius
College this past spring with a business
and

the

Arthur

Ashe

Sports

Scholar Award (and the Canisius career
assists record).
They are all stars, a dynamic group of
five city kids playing ball, but Gardner
shows that they don’t just consider it a
game. The neighborhoods gatheraround
the playgrounds and hang off the fences,
cheering for their favorites and loving

roll) but also, briefly, through their col-

lege experiences. The spectacle of these
city kids rubbing elbows with middle
American suburbanites is jarring. They
laugh, they play, they are worshipped by

as Booger.

But the search

and

CREF

Sotutions

ratings for the

Equities Account,

CREF

Growth

Equity

To
Index

Account,

Last

a Lifetime.

Account”

We take a lot of pride in gaining
high marks from the major rating
services. But the fact is, we're
equally proud of the ratings we

idy’s rating for TIAA

get in the mail every day from
our participants. Because at

continues,

TIAA-CREF, ensuring the finan-

and there will surely be another basketball messiah showing up on the New
York courts sometime soon.

cial futures of the education and

~The 1995 DAL

isfaction Survey

research community is something

***

that goes beyond stars and
numbers. So from traditional

Presentation

and variable annuities to life
insurance and personal savings

Morgan

plans, you'll find we provide

means more

the right choices—and the
dedication—to help you achieve

career opportunities

a lifetime of financial goals. The
rating services back us up. So
does Bill.

J.P. Morgan is a leading global financial firm that provides strategic
advice, raises capital, trades financial instruments, and manages.assets
for corporations, governments, financial institutions, and private clients.

To receive a free Personal
Investing Kit, including charges
and expenses, plus our variable
annuity prospectuses, call us at

Please plan to attend our information presentation for
Georgetown students interested in

1800 226-0147. Please read them

Top

ratings from

carefully before you invest or

Investment Management

Equity Research
Internal Consulting Services
Investment Banking

send money.

Municipal Finance

7

DALBAR, and Bill.

www.tiaa-cref.org

Wednesday, September 24
6:00 pm
Georgetown Conference Center, Salons E&F

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."

Reception in Bistro Lounge
*Source: Morningstar, Inc., June 1997. Morningstar is an independent service that rates mutual funds and variable annuities. The top 10% of funds in an investment category receive five stars and the
next 22.5% receive four stars. Momingstar proprietary
ngs reflect historical risk-adjusted performance, and are subject to change every month. They are calculated from the account's three-, five-, and
ten-year average annual returns in excess of 90-day Treasury bill returns with appropriate fee adjustments, and a risk factor that reflects performance below 90-day T-bill returns; The overall star

All majors welcome

ratings referred to above are Morningstar's published
for each of the periods

Peridd
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Setup and Installation in your room by our

access.

and set-up five business days

®

+

$1899

Optional US Robotics 56K Fax

Mod

em

Power Management

i
Monthly payment terms available

$3499

:
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Coupon
p

Ee

|

GZ

;

i

With this coupon

Faxs (20 2) 328-0110

I

receive 3 FREE large pizzas

;

www.nthinc.com

i

from Dominos when you purchase

I

I

any computer from N™,
Good for those late £3 ==

night projects.

*
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| Expires December 31, 1997
Tektronix
Matrox

3Com
Lotus

5/1423
N/A

N/A

Intel
Novell |

5/1423
N/A

/

N/A

DALBAR, Inc., 1995.CREF certificates are distributed by
Prospectus offered above. Read it carefully before you

of Maryland

options, master’s and post-master’s specialty
areas including expanded nurse practitioner

programs.

Graduate

Information Night
Thursday, September 18
Overview PhD and MS Programs at

6:00 pm

Overview RN to MS Options at
5:30 pm
RSVP by September 16, indicating overview to

I
:

i

Jobs for Political Activists!
Work to elect environmental candidates ¢ Build your Resume
Organize for Safe Drinking Vater ® Protect the Chesapeake Bay
Promote Smart Growth Development
Full-time Hours:

1:30 - 10:30pm Monday - Friday

Salary: $60+/day (minimum 3 days/wk)
Special Student Hours: 4:30 - 9:30pm Monday - Friday
Salary: $35+/day (minimum 3 days/wk)

Call Clean Water Action at 202-895-0420 x107

Mi. rosoft, Intel, Labtec, Compaq, IBM, Cisco, Tektronix, 3Com, AMD, Matrox, Lotus
Novell are register trademarks of their respective companies. Prices and specifications
are subject to change without notice.

Account
Star Rating/Number of
Domestic Equity
Accounts Rated

1

Tel: (202) 667-6768

I
|

CREF Grcwth
of

800-328-8346
email nursinfo@parsons.ab.umd.edu

:

Pentium II 266 MHz and other models are available

[

f2

led

DVD Drive

4/1423
4/924

Index Account
Star Rating/Number
Domestic Equity
Accounts Rated

on September
1997
for Graduate
Information Night. The faculty and staff will
be available to discuss doctoral program

J | + 2a hour 365 days toll FREE technical sup-

engineer from N"

ratings

The School of Nursing invites you to join us

dard telephone hnes).

‘computer.
Have a certified

®

56k modems, with 30 days of FREE Interwith IBM Global Network, at
net 2
stanavailable on n stan
56K (the highest
sp
ghest speed

TOOHDS

A oan

9

:

:

CREF Equity
Equities Account
Star Rating/Number of
International Equity
Accounts Rated

University

hassle of setting

Required

30, 1997. The separate (unpublished)

money.

Computers Back To ScHooL SALE!
Assembly

averages of its three, five, and ten-year ratings for periods ending June

**These top ratings are based on TIAA's exceptional financial strength, claims-paying ability and overall operating performance. ***Souice:
TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. For more complete information, including charges and expenses, please read the CREF

J.P. Morgan is an equal opportunity employer.

NO

are weighted

Account
Star Rating/Number
of Domestic Equity
Accounts Rated

10Year
WWW.jpmorgan.com

ratings, which

are:

DNISYNAN

degree

CREF Global

athletic directors — but one wonders if
they are appreciated for more than just
their skills on the court.
“Soul in the Hole” is quite an accomplishment. Gardner has composed a
paean to all the urban playground legends. Though the kids may not make it
to the NBA, basketball purists will be
hard-pressed to find better or more dedi- cated players than Kenny’s Kings. Film
enthusiasts will be equally hard-pressed
to find a star as lovable and frustrating

their ghetto celebrities. Stars like Jones
and Smith mingle with the tinny-voiced
thug who coaches Hollywood, an opponent who threatens to shoot Kenny after
the game is over. Gardner displays, with
an honest eye, the chaos that Booger and
his friends grow up in, |
The film follows the players through
their childhoods (there is footage of
Booger at nine years old — already a
showman with a smooth as butter finger

He led the nation in scoring. And he
wasn’t even the most dangerous player
for Kenny’s Kings. There is also Javone
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Located Near Van Ness Metro
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Steppin” Out:

SE

from the Southeast Dance Scene fo the Northwes

It’s 11:30 on a Friday night, and you ve just
returned home from an unsatisfying night at
Winston s (or Championsor any other crowded
Georgetown bar). You make a few phone calls
to your best friend (or boyfriend or girlfriend
or the cute chick from your Shakespeare class)
to find out what parties you can drop in on.
But even that seems mundane and routine
now. But wait a minute! What about that club
in Adams Morgan you saw advertised in the
City Paper last week? It’s not Georgetown,
thats for sure.
In these pages, THE GUIDE gives you the
lowdown on where to go when you want to go

~

ir!

hubo

by th
really
whic

out! From uptown to downtown, we've covered it all. Whatever your pleasure—whether
it’s hard-core rock, reggae, house and techno,
jazz or West African grooves — you'll find it

here. So enjoy! And don t say we didn t let you
know!

Keren MoscoviTCH/THE
Hoya

|

With cosmopolitan decor and a fascination with James Bond and 007, Adams Morgan's Felix Nightclub makes for an entertaining visit.

ADAMS MORGAN
* CLUB HEAVEN & HELL
Address:

2327

18th St., NW

(in Adams

Morgan)

Phone Number: (202) 232-2710 (main line); (703) 5224227 (Event line); (202) 667-Hell (Clubline)

E-mail: clubheaven@aol.com
Hours of Operation: 5 p.m.-2:00 a.m.
Door Policy: Open seven days a week. All nights are 21 and up.
Club Features:
?
The multilevel club features both live music and DJs, with

themed nights — ranging from techno to industrial to *80s
and Euro-dance — throughout the week. Everynight Happy

Hour runs from 6:30 p.m.-10 p.m. (8:30 p.m. weekends),
with domestic beers for $2, among other drink specials.

* FELIX
Address: 2406 18th St., NW
Phone: (202) 483-3549

Hours of Operation: Monday through Thursday and Saturday: 5:30 p.m.-2 a.m.; Sunday, 11 a.m. brunch; Friday and

Door Policy: $4 cover after 11 p.m. on weekends; 21 and
over after 11 p.m. all nights.
Club Features:
Felix is a small, private bar located in Adams Morgan,
right down the street from Heaven and Hell. The laid-backback-atmosphere of this martini bar is not to be missed and is
a great alternative to a crowded Georgetown bar. The front of
Felix doubles as a dance floor on most weekday nights, and
the rear of the club features couches and a television that runs
James Bond films throughout the evening.
Felix’s club manager, J.R., describes the atmosphere as
“Manhattan meets South Beach.” Live music is featured
seven nights a week, with funky house band Truth Groove
performing every Friday and Saturday.
Although

some

bands

most of the time there
Felix admits any and
though, they ID at the
a la the Tombs). The

may

solicit a small

cover charge,

is no cover. Until 11 p.m. every day,
all patrons. After the kitchen closes,
door (so get there early and you're set,
drinks are strong, but expensive. But

with cool names such as the Belvedere, Absolut Berry and —

the real kicker — 007, how can you resist? What's more,
Felix offers nightly drink specials: $3 Cosmopolitans on
Mondays and $3 Retro cocktails on Wednesdays.

Saturday, close at 3 a.m.

DOWNTOWN
THE BANK

Club Features:

Address: 915 F St., NW (Gallery Place Metro)
Phone Number: (202) 737-3177

Hours of Operation: Monday through Saturday, 10 p.m.-3
a.m.
Door Policy: 18 and over Monday thru Thursday, 21 to enter on
Friday and Saturday
Club Features:
The Bank is considered to be the place to be on Monday nights,
with a $6 reduced admission before midnight and $8 after. With
a large club feel, the Bank is a bar and dance hall in one, playing
mostly house, techno and industrial music on a total of two floors.
Wednesdays feature *70s, ’80s and "90s music with the added

attraction of an all-night open bar. On Thursdays, Club 101 is
there from 9 p.m. until 3 a.m.;

90s

music upstairs and retro

downstairs. Guest DJ’s — including (are you ready for this?) DJ
Lars from MTV’s “Real World” — perform weekly on Friday
dance parties. On Saturday nights, there is house music upstairs
and acid jazz/ttip hop tunes below.
The Bank reopened last fall under its original name (the club
was temporarily known as The Fifth Column) and is the grandfather of all nightclubs. There is more of an emphasis on dance
than other hybrid bar/clubs. It attracts party-goers who are
interested in spots similar to Red and the Capitol Ballroom.

« COCO
Address:

LOCO
1810 7th St., NW

5

Polly Esther’s is unlike any other club in the District. This:
is the place where all the freaks of the 70s who went in

(in Chinatown)

Phone Number: (202) 289-2626
Hours of Operation: Sunday through
10 p.m., dinner from 10 p.m.-2 a.m.
nights: dinner from 5:30 p.m.-11 p.m.,
Door Policy: $10 cover charge at all
Club Features:
An average-size club and restaurant,
Coco Loco has a trendy atmosphere
which seems to attract a particularly
international crowd. Those interested
often arrive dressed to impress. Coco
Loco is a fun and festive place to be. For
the early birds it also offers a comfortable bar setting.
On the rhusic scene, Coco Loco plays

Thursday 5:30 p.m.Friday and Saturday
close at 3 a.m.
times.

hiding during the 80s return in full effect. Bring you
bellbottoms, bring your leisure suits, because Polly’s is'the’

ultimate retro experience!
i
In addition to the *70s motif, Polly Esther’s also features!
Culture Club, an ’80s dance party with tunes spinned by
Polly’s own DJ Andy Travolta. And each night is themed:.
Wednesdays are Charlie’s Angels Night; Thursdays are
Dazed and Confused, featuring $2.75 Coronas. Along with
D.C., the club is franchised in Boca Raton, Stamford and
Manhattan.
3

DUPONT CIRCLE
« OZONE
Address: 1214 18th St., NW
Phone Number: (202) 293-0303 or (202) 797-0560

Hours of Operation: Wednesdays, 9 p.m.-2:00 a.m.;
Fridays, 10 p.m.-5:00 a.m.; Saturdays, 10 p.m.-3:00 a.m.;
Closed Sunday through Tuesday and Thursday.
el
Door Policy: No cover until 11:00 p.m.; $8 after 11 p.m.
18 and over to enter, 21 to drink.

Club Features:
ath
Located in the heart of lively Dupont Circle, Ozone is a.
mostly gay dance club. Wednesdays feature Roxy Resurrection,
a goth industrial music fest that goes until the wee hours of the.
morning. But Fridays and Saturdays ;are what make Ozong
known. “Boys from Dupont” is the theme for Friday, with-$1°
vodka drinks until midnight and $1 Coors Light all night.
Saturdays, the chicks take over the club, as “Girl’s World” kicks,
into high gear. The drink specials are the same both nights and
house music is featured. Once the location of the Roxy (a home
for goth), Ozone has made a comfortable niche for itself in the

mostly salsa tunes. For those interested

in the club’s traditional Latin dancing,
there are salsa lessons on Wednesday
nights from 8 p.m.-10 p.m. The $5 admission includes a beverage.

« ZEl
Address: 1415 Zei Alley, NW
Phone Number: (202) 842-2445 or
(202) 842-1626
Hours of Operation: Thursday
through Saturday, 10 p.m.-2 a.m.
Door Policy: 18 and over Thursday
and Friday, 21 and over Saturday;

$10 cover charge
Club Features:
Behind the main platform of Zei is a
large television wall that gives the club
its somewhat trendy style. For the most
part Zei club plays mainly hi-energy,
house, international and contemporary,
with some occasional hip-hop. Drinks
are very expensive, averaging about $4
- $5 a drink, and the dress code allows

for anything from funk to formal. Warning to White Hats: No sneakers allowed!
Occasionally, Thursday nights are ladies

night,

which

tends

to attract

an

unseemly crowd.

« POLLY ESTHER’S
Address: 605 12th St., NW

(between

F as in funky and G as in groovy)
Phone Number:

|

(202) 737-1970

Hours of Operation: Doors open at 8
p.m., Wednesday through Saturday;
Club closes at 3 a.m.
Door Policy: No cover on Wednesdays and Thursdays, but there’s usually
a long wait in the entrance line, so get
there early.
GRAHAM BUck/THE Hoy

Erico — a West African bar and club located in the ever-growing U St. corridor — offers a bit of variety.

GRAHAM BUCK/THE HoY4

Another U St. staple, State of the Union is a great spot for live music.
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wi hub of Dupont nighlife. And, if youre straight, don’t be put off
vd by the mostly homosexual atmosphere: most gay clubs don’t
iso

really care if you’re straight or not. You’ll be welcome any

+.» which way you are.

=o LULU’S
,

Address: 1217 22nd St., NW
Phone Number: (202) 861-5858

Hours of Operation: Sunday through Thursday: 4 p.m.-2
, a.m.; Friday: 4 p.m.-3 a.m.; Saturday: 8 p.m.-3 a.m.
Door

Policy:

$5 cover all nights; occasionally

a line for

= entrance forms.
Club Features:
Lulu’s is a great club to be at ... particularly during Mardi
i

«+

> Gras. With a New Orleans menu and decor, one can only
imagine the chaos! A lot of kids from George Washington

' hang out at LuLu’s, and Georgetown students are often
spotted there.
Happy Hour starts at 5 p.m. The music is Top 40, so,
come to think of it, it probably isn’t that far off from what
+ you’ll getin Georgetown. But it’s a nice change of pace with
a endl atmosphere. Just watch out for the Mardi Gras
i" rush.

SOUTHEAST D.C.
390 CAPITOL

BALLROOM

Address: 1015 Half St., SE (a block Notth from the Navy
Yard Metro)
Phone Number: (202) 554-1500

Hours of Operation: Variable, depending upon concert
schedule (doors open anywhere from 6:30 p.m.-10 p.m.)
Door Policy: $5 - $25 depending upon event; 18 to dance, 21
to drink.
Club Features:
On Friday nights the Ballroom hosts Buzz, a rave featuring
deep house and techno music spun by young, local DJs.
Saturday nights are live band nights with big name performances from the likes of Elvis Costello, George Clinton, Sinead
O’Connor and Moby. Every night after 10 p.m. the club offers
excellent techno music.

The Capitol Ballroom is a New York-style club with a big

Sa.

t. This:
ent’in
g you!
isthe:
i

feel and plenty of space. It attracts a young crowd, especially
interested in techno music and retro garb. It’s a great live club
for,those who love to dance.
Aword to the innocent: The Ballroom — especially during
Buzz nights — is notoriously laden with loads of illegal
drugs. Like any other rave, ecstasy and speed are specially
invited guests, but don’t worry if you’re not into that scene:

atures!

[It’s pretty easy to have a good time sober, or at least drunk.

ed by

eed;

« TRACKS

ah
dnd

Address: 80 M St., SE
Phone Number: (202) 488-3320

vi

Hours of Operation: 9:30 p.m.-until (except for special
events)

Door Policy: 18 and over all the time. Cover prices vary.
Lines are regular, but they move quick.

—77

“Club Features:
Tracks isa D.C. staple. The granddaddy of big, bad dance

itu

0

clubs, Tracks has loads to offer everyone. For starters, their

"sound system is one of the best in town. The size of the club
'|
aM:
a.Mm-:
pals
pa,

ishuge, with 40-foot ceilings and two separate dance floors.
But 'the icing on the cake comes in the form of an outdoor
volleyball court complete with grillied hotdogs and hamburgers. How many other dance clubs can boast that?
Tracks attracts all sorts of people. Fridays used to be the
young straight party kid night. Lately, though, it’s looked
more like gang-member reunion. Saturdays are mostly gay
nights, while Sundays offer another unique feature: Country and Western Dancing — with two-step lessons — from
4:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m. After that, the club goes back to house
all night long.

° }S8
ks
sive
th $1”
W

2

Tracks is a bit of a trek —

HE
wand.

southeast D.C. isn’t exactly

right around the block — but it definitely has tons of stuff
© offer just about anyone.

"h U STREET

home

Hova

:

Address:

1357 U St., N

With half-priced beer during Happy Hour everyday of the
week from 5 p.m.-8:30 p.m., State of the Union attracts a
somewhat diverse crowd. It is an average-sized club that
‘eatures old -school hip-hop in the front room and deep house
n the back room. The club features tons of live bands, ranging
from jazz, acid jazz, R&B and ambient. Every Wednesday the
:lub features reggae outfit Moja Nya; Mondays showcase the
Peter Fraize Jazz Trio.

ERICO
1334 U St., NW

Phone Number: (202) 265-1911
Hours of Operation: Open Tuesday through Sunday at 5
.m.
Door Policy: Free before 10:30 p.m.; $5 cover after.
Club Features:

Erico is a West African establishment, complete with
and dancing.

Fridays

and Saturday

reggae party. Located directly across from
Union and Republic
Gardens,

feature a live

State of the
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GRAHAM Buck/THE Hoy

Ozone — located on Connecticut Avenue — is for people of all kinds.
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side,

but it adds an
at-home feel.
Black Cat specializesin little
known oddball
bands,

FF

i

CD jukebox, Black Cat is a bar, concert club and more. Food is also

served each night until 1 a.m. The atmosphere is a casual one.
September’s lineup of live music includes a selection of rock,
reggae, rap and swing bands.
Black Cat is one of the best little-known clubs for live
music in the District. The actual performance space is on the
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Address: 1831 14th St., NW
Phone Number: (202) 667-7960 (concertline); (202)432SEAT (Ticketmaster)
Hours of Operation: Box office 8 p.m.-11:30 p.m. Sunday
through Thursday, 6 p.m.-11:30 p.m. Friday through Saturday. The adjoining Red Room Bar is open seven nights a
week with no cover charge: Sunday through Thursday, 8
p.m.-2 a.m., Friday through Saturday 6 p.m.-3 a.m.
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jetown University

The small venue for Cellar Door concerts, the Bayou plays
host to a variety of up-and-coming rock and folk acts. The
Bayou holds the distinction of hosting a fledgling U2 in their
first U.S. appearance, in addition to nearly weekly performances by GU’s own Instigators.
The club caters to the standard college crowd, with two full
bars, and plenty of Dave Matthews Band sound-a-likes.
Drinks are in the reasonable range, with a beer coming in at
about $3.
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Address: 3135 K St., NW. (in Georgetown)
Phone Number: (202) 333-2897
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pies space in the fastgrowing
U Street
neighborhood.
If
“you're looking for a
change of pace from
the homogenized bar
scene of Georgetown,
then Erico may be just
~ what you need.
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500 Meters

the name), and was opened in 1980. What it lacked in
cleanliness it made up for in atmosphere, something slightly
lacking in the V St. location. The new 9:30’s blandness is its
major drawback, but it makes up for it by consistently having
some of the best touring acts grace its stage on a night-in and
night-out basis. The club features three bars in addition to the
Back Bar, all of which offer a wide selection of drink choices
— but bring your checkbook, all are notoriously expensive.

Erico occu-
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shows at multiple venues including USAir Arena and George
Mason’s Patriot Center.
The current location of the club opened on January 5, 1996
with back to back nights of the Smashing Pumpkins. The
club’s first location tould be found at 930 F St., NW
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Mag 14.00

the 9:30 Club hosts shows from a variety of musical styles,
but deals mostly in rock. The show serves as the club venue
for I.LM.P. (It’s My Party) concert, a group that promotes

Club

Club Features:

'dining

(703) 218-6500 (Protix)
Website: http://www.930.com
Hours of Operation: Box office open for ticket sales 3
p.m.-11 p.m. on show dates, 3 p.m.-7 p.m. otherwise. Doors
open for all weekday shows at 7:30, 9 p.m. on weekends.
Door Policy: Shows range from $5 to $20, depending on
the artist; all shows are all ages. No cover for the Back Bar,
which can be reached through a Separate entrance on 9th
Street.
Club Features:
Washington’s premier venue for new national touring acts,

Door Policy: Cover charge varies by show, but usually falls
in the $5-$10 range. All shows are 18 and up.

Phone Number: (202) 588-8810 or (202) 588-8926
Hours of Operation: Monday through Saturday, doors open
at 5 p.m.; Sundays, doors open at 6 p.m.
Door Policy: The average coveris $5. State of the Union is 21
and over.

Address:

JLreveiana rar

(202) 3-930-930 (concert line); (202) 265-0930 (box office;

Hours of Operation:

« STATE OF THE UNION

GRAHAM Buck/THE Hoy

Flashback to the '70s: Polly Esther's promises lots of love and an evening of funk for its patrons.
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ON FOUR

KEY BUSINESS AREAS: CORPORATE AND INVESTMENT BANKING,
~ SALES AND
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INTERVIEW DATES

= Corporate and Investment Banking

Tuesday, January 13, 1998

= Equity Research

Thursday, January 15, 1998

Contact career services for resume drop dates.
For more information about Credit Suisse First Boston, visit our

website at www.csfb.com.

CREDIT
SUISSE

FIRST
BOSTON

Credit Suisse First Boston is an equal employment opportunity/affirmative action employer.
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An emotionally neglected wealthy girl devises a
kidnapping plot to obtain more attention, but a car
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Alicia Silverstone,
Benicio Del Toro,
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a lieutenant in the

stars as Jordan O’Neil,

United States Navy who is the first female allowed
to participate in the elite training of the Navy
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Sorvino stars as a brilliant entomologist who cures
a deadly disease killing Manhattan children. Three
years later, her cure’ comes back to haunt her ini the
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for the

second

set, John

Bell

came

armed with a mandolin across his
shoulder. The band launched into a
tightly rockin’ “Ain’t Life Grand,” the
title track from the band’s 1994 album. Their sound was the best it had
been all night. The solos were crisp,
the lyrics more audible, and the overall mood seemed more optimistic.

Yet just as things were looking up,
the band melted into “You Got Yours,”
another dark tune from “Bombs and
Butterflies,” and the crowd’s enthusi-

asm faded. Nearly half-way through

SF

uestion:
What is the

FROM 3-7 p.m.

meaning

the second set, many fans had left the
Pavilion. Those that remained were
forced to sit through another tedious
90 minutes of musical sludge.
Whatever the reason — blame it on

life?

nous sound, or the general lack of
enthusiasm exhibited by the band —
Widespread Panic’s show proved to
be a disappointment. What made it all
the more frustrating was the knowledge that these guys are actually very
good musicians. Their albums are generally strong, and they are consistently
reputed to be one of the best live bands
around. The band members showed no
trace of the live energy that defined
them in their prime. The realization
that Panic could have been better made
the performance all the more painful
to watch.

Answer:
Weiting for

the Guide
You Know
You
Want To
Ri

and Weekly Beer specials

Morgan means more
career opportunities
J.P. Morgan is a leading global financial firm that provides strategic
advice, raises capital, trades financial instruments, and manages assets

for corporations, governments, financial institutions, and private clients.
Please plan to attend our information presentation for
Georgetown MSFS students interested in

Wednesday, September 24
4:00 pm
Intercultural Center, Executive Conference Room, 7th Floor

All majors welcome

JPMorgan
THE TOMBS - 1226 36th Street, NW. - (202) 337-6668
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A - The Hoya

Sting to new musical heights, could
not breathe life into Panic’s sound.
“Fishwater” sputtered along monotonously for about 15 minutes, at which
point the band came to a grinding halt
and took a half-hour intermission.
When Panic returned to the stage

——_
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Jodie Foster and Matthew McConaughey star in
a cosmic drama by the late and great Carl Sagan that
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York cabbie who detects a conspiracy in everything
he sees. His only ally is a Justice Department lawyer
whose father Jerry may have killed years ago.
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in this summer blockbuster. Russian terrorists hijack
Air Force One and kill executive staff members every
half hour, leaving only the President to save the day.
The story of a late 1960s hip secret agent masquerading as a suave fashion photographer by day, brought
back to life after being cryogenically frozen, his mission in the 1990s is to 3 defeat his archenemy Dr. Evil.
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As of late | have received a lot of criticism for my
column, mostly with regard to the level of quality. The
truth of the matter is that I have just plain run out of steam,
not to mention money and bars to review. It’s difficult to
preach about the virtues of alcoholism week in and week
out and still keep things fresh. Last week the metaphorical lights came on. This is last call, ladies and gentlemen.
This is my last column.
I’ve actually been tossing this decision around for a
while.

In fairness to myself and others

I should have

handed over the reigns to someone younger at the end of
last year. Someone with more vigor. Someone with a
better liver. Instead I forged ahead, but have come to the
conclusion that my attempts were in vain, and I did not
have enoughreviews left in me to make it through another
year — much less another semester.
[ feel like 1 owe my faithful readers an apology. My
final review last semester was the Tombs. That should
have been my “swan song.” Instead, I leave you with
Cesto Senso.
Reality smacked me in the face when I walked through
the door. Cesto Senso isn’t my kind of place, and although
itmay be worthy ofa review elsewhere, it certainly has no
place appearing in “Tero on Tap.” This column was
originally designed to offer real beer drinkers at Georgetown an alternative to run of the mill Georgetown “white
hat” bars. | always swore [ would never walk into a place
like Cesto Senso, much less write it up in my column, but
the fact of the matter is that I have run out of bars to
review, and this week I ended up reviewing what I can
only call a “pseudo club.”
In all fairness, Cesto Senso is not that bad a place. If

you’re one of our many “Euros” on-campus or just plain
wealthy you might even like it, but it’s not me. Now, as
you may have guessed by my name, | too have some very
strong ties to the “motherland,” but where I come from we
don’t drive around

in BMWs,

wear expensive

Italian

suits and throw down hundreds of dollars a night at the
bar. No, where | come from we pick potatoes, raise cows
and make moonshine in our backyard. So forgive me if |
find it difficult to relate to some of my more sophisticated
European brethren. But I digress.
Let me explain what I mean by “pseudo-club.” Cesto
Senso is a large bar that— from what I gather
— doubles
as a decent Italian restaurant during the day. It’s not a bar

in the traditional sense though (no pool tables, pitchers or
specials) nor is it a lounge (loud music, no couches), and

it certainly cannot fit the description of a club (no danee
floor). So what is it? Cesto Senso is a bar for people who
like clubs. In short, it’s a place for Babylon-bound people
to pre-game. The connection between the two places is a
strong one, and I must confess that I too ended up at
Babylon afterwards — in a BMW no less.
Now, I don’t want to bash the club scene too badly, and

I in no way mean to offend anybody (what are the chances
ofa club-type person actually reading this column anyway?), but this place just didn’t do it for me. It did have a
couple of things going for it — alcohol for starters. The
bartender was really cool as well. I forget his name (go
figure) so let’s call him “Gus” for the sake of argument.
Gus hooked me up, which surprised the hell out of me.
That never happens in a club. Usually, in places like Cesto
Senso, you can’t seem to get ahead. No matter how much
youtip these people the service never gets any better. Yeah,
Gus was cool.
Alcohol

and a cool bartender can only do so much,

though. Cesto Senso just isn’t a real bar. It’s not a “man’s
bar.” | spent about a half-hour looking for a dartboard or
the arm-wrestling machine, and when I asked the waitress
if they had a horseshoe pit out back she just gave me a
funny look. Hey, you can’t blame a guy for wanting a little
entertainment value for his money.
Anyway, if you have the dough and you like clubs, go for
it, butif you area blue collar slob like myself, stick with the
places with sawdust on the floor and Pabst Blue Ribbon on
tap. And that’s the best advice I think [ can give.
And that’s it. That’s the end of “Tero on Tap.” I’d like
to take a moment to thank THE Hoya. The staff of the paper
has been kind enough over the past year or so to provide a
bum like me a forum to express my views and reviews on
bars, beers and life in general. For that | am grateful.
Writing this column has been fun, but all things must
come to an end, and so, in the interest of quality, I bid you
adieu. Thanks for reading.
:
Please note: [ would very much like to hand over control
of this column to an eager underclassman with quick wit,

a good pen and an insatiable appetite for beer. If you think
you fit this description, I will be taking writing samples
and conducting interviews to fill the position. If anyone is
interested, please contact THE HOYA.

And Tero Says ...
Do you yearn for the respect of your fellow students that can
only come through their reading of your drunken ramblings?
Are you 217? (Don't worry, THe Guipe is a sucker for a bad fake).

If so, call Stephanie at 7-3415 to set up YOUR

THE HLL

Two Beers!

interview with Tero.

September 12
‘Phat Friday,”” a musical event coordinated by the
Georgetown Program Board, will bring Hall’s Corner Band

o*®

(HCB) to Bulldog Alley from 9-11 p.m. tonight. This will be
the first event in a series of musical acts and events coming to
the Leavey Center every Friday this semester. Upcoming
events include DJ dances, open mic guitar nights, and L.A.
bands Velvet Chain and Blues Flux Delux.
But, tonight’s performance by Boston-based HCB will be
a great opportunity to hear this ‘‘roots rock’’ band and to see

why it is growing in popularity, especially after its recently
released CD, ‘‘(Take me to) the outside land.”’

Tickets are $3. For more information on tonight’s act or
future events, contact the GPB office at (202) 687-4446.
—Elaine Tran

Here’s the skinny on
this upcoming week’s
hottest

spots

Tuesday
September 16

in town.

COURTESY OF MERCURY

Loud rock veteran band Faith No More returns to
D.C. to the 9:30 Club this Tuesday as part of its tour to
support its new album, which has helped the group rise
in the charts for the first time in years. Opening for
these relics is the up and coming band Limp Bizkit,
which is expected to be one of the hottest bands in the
future of loud rock music. Limp Bizkit is also touring
in support of its recently released album,

lar Bill Y’all.”’

RECORDS

Alternative rockers Catherine Wheel will perform at the 9:30 Club on Friday with Geneva and Feline.

‘ ‘Three Dol-

.

The Kennedy Center will present a one-night-only
engagement on Wednesday night of Kitty Carlisle
Hart’s one-woman show, “My Life On the Wicked
Stage.” Hart has had a long career as an accomplished
performing artist, appearing on Broadway in “Champagne

Sec,”

participating

in

the

Metropolitan

Opera

and holding various big-screen roles. For “My Life On
the Wicked Stage,” Hart recounts her life in show
business

and reviews

the history

of American

WHAT TO EXPECT NEXT
WEEK FROM

THE GUIDE

musical

theater by showcasing tunes by George Gershwin, Irv-

The 9:30 Club is located at 815 'V St., NW, and for
more information call (703) 218-6500 or (202) 3930930.
-— Charlie Prince

_ ing Berlin and Cole Porter.
Tickets are $20 and the performance will be in the Kennedy
Center's Terrace Theater at 7:30 p.m. For additional information, call (202) 467-4600.
— Elaine Tran

Wednesday
September 17

Thursday
September 18

Movie Reviews:

/

- In & Out - A comedy about a teacher (Kevin
Kline) who is mistakenly announced in public to
be a homosexual days before his wedding.

- L.A. Confidential - Starring Kevin Spacey,
Kim Basinger and Danny DeVito, this action
drama focuses on how three police officers handle
a murder investigation that reveals much more
than lives lost.
:

... and many more movies!!!
Life of Agony, which has toured with such distinguished loud rock bands as Korn and Ozzy Ozbourne,
now

headlines a tour of its own.

This Wednesday

they

Ed

will play at the 9:30 Club for only $8 with two great
opening bands. Life of Agony’s gothic-rock style is
opened by the members of Drain STH, an angrier and
2

Hova FILE PHotO

The hard girl rock sound of D.C. locals
Tuscadero storms the Black Cat on Friday night.
Opening bands are The White and 17 Years.
Located at 1831 14th St., NW. Tickets are $6.

newer version of themselves who have recently made a

name in popular music. The other opener is Dogma, an
innovative industrial-rock band which is distinguished
by its experimental combinations of everyday sounds
with heavy guitar riffs.
The 9:30 Club is located at 815 V St., NW, and for
more information call (703) 218-6500 or (202) 393-

0930.

— Charlie Prince

Okay,

as if enough

hadn’t

reunited 10,000 Maniacs

been

said about

the

newly

in THE GuiDE, we're going to

give you one more opportunity to catch the band as it
swings through Washington tonight.
Still on tour to promote their latest CD, “Love Among
the Ruins,” Mary Ramsey, John Lombardo, Jerome
Augustyniak, Dennis Drew, Rob Buck and Steve Gustafson
blend several musical tastes in an effort to attract a broad
audience. And their live shows are always a pleasure:

intimate and effective, it’s a
cially if you're a guy, you’ll
“caring, sensitive side.”
10,000 Maniacs performs
located at 815 V St., NW. For
concert,

call (202) 393-0930.

great idea for a date. Espewin points for showing your
tonight at the 9:30 Club,
further information on the
— Stephanie

Gatton

- The return of Patrick Hruby’s
Humor Column
- Canyon Café Restaurant Review
- CD reviews

-The Hill and Beyond Calendar
- And the list goes on...

